We at Glo Girl BODY PRODUCTS, INC. love celebrating everything fabulous about being true girlie girl! We feel choosing a fragrance is just as important as choosing your daily outfit. We believe there should be different fragrances for every day, mood & occasion.
Candy Fragrances:

**Almond Joy:** Just like the candy bar, dark chocolate over creamy coconut and a slight hint of toasted almonds.

**Apple Jolly Rancher:** Our kids could not believe that we could create a fragrance so true to the green little candy.

**Banana Taffy:** A boardwalk favorite! This is a true blend of salt water banana taffy and a treat for anyone’s scenes. This is super sweet and terribly delicious!

**Blue Cotton Candy:** This fragrance will have you reminiscing your younger years. This is a scrumptious blend of blue raspberry and cotton candy.

**Bubble Gum:** This is a favorite amongst the true at heart Kids! Unwrap this scent and it will bring you back to childhood - the sweet but yet slight mint of the bazooka Joe treat!

**Butter-mint Candy:** Just like the little mints they use in wedding favors! Buttery mint blended into a hint of sweet powdered sugar.

**Buttery Movie Popcorn:** This smells exactly like a night at the movies complete with salted, buttered popcorn. Yummy and delicious!

**Butterscotch:** Very strong, buttery butterscotch, just like the hard wrapped candy.

**Candy-canes:** Sweet peppermint like the striped candies and sweet and brings a little holiday cheer with you into the shower.
**Candied Watermelon**: This smells just like a sweet, tart yet sugary watermelon jolly rancher.

**Candy Girl (Top Seller)**: This is a favorite for anyone with a sweet-tooth! A sugary sweet vanilla treat with hints of pink & blue cotton candy wrapped up with a handful of candy.

**Caramel**: Pure, ooey Gooey Goodness – this fragrance smells so delicious, smooth yet sweet a perfect caramel treat!

**Caramello**: Just like the candy bar. A milk chocolate bar filled with a creamy caramel filling.

**Caramel Apple**: This fragrance will remind you of childhood walks on the boardwalk. This is the BEST caramel apple fragrance EVER! The aroma of a juicy tart apple dipped in warm buttery caramel.

**Caramel Corn**: This is such a yummy scent and popular with the kids & teens. This smells just like a bag of warm caramel corn. This is a blend of Vanilla, Brown Sugar, Salt & Popcorn.

**Charmin Cherry**: This is one of my favorites. It smells just like a cherry lollipop with a bubblegum center. It’s a very sweet cherry candy fragrance and the hits of bubblegum perfect this fragrance!

**Cherry Cola**: Bubbly cola with a hint sweet cherry.

**Chocolate Covered Cherries**: The wonderful aroma blends tart maraschino cherries and creamy milk chocolate. This is a divine treat for any chocolate lover.

**Chocolate Covered Marshmallows**:

**Cinnamon Roll with Vanilla Icing**: This yummy fragrance smells just like walking through the mall and getting a wiff off of fresh from the oven cinnamon rolls! Fresh hot cinnamon bread, smothered in thick, rich, melting vanilla icing.

**Coconut Bubblegum**: This is a top seller a blend of sweet pink Bubblegum wrapped with sugary blends of coconut sugar crystals.

**Coconut Covered Marshmallows**: Our scent blend captures the scents of soft, gooey marshmallows rolled into a batch of toasted sugar coated coconut.

**Coconut Slushy**: We used to look forward to summer days and walking over to the local 7/11 for our favorite frozen drinks. This wonderful fragrance smells just like a frozen slurpee blended to perfection.

**Cookies & Cream**: Smells just like an Oreo cookie.

**Creamsicle**: Perfect on a hot summer day, a refreshing iced orange Popsicle with a creamy vanilla ice-cream filling.

**Cream Filled Twinkie**: A wonderful rich pound cake with loaded with heavy cream. The secret treat we all love to eat! This is really yummy!

**Deep Fried Ice-Cream**: Rich, creamy vanilla ice-cream in a light, flakey crust sprinkled with cinnamon sugar & drizzled with honey! This delicious fragrance.

**Fabulous Fudge**: This smells just like the rich chocolate fudge my grandmother used to make. A rich and creamy chocolate – this is the best fudge fragrance you will ever smell!

**Fizzy Red Pop Candy**: The fun delectable scent of the red candy with the fizzy center! Super strong and super fun! You’ll love the effervescent fizzy bubbles and the rich red berries that make up this fruity fragrance.
Candy Fragrances:

**Fruit Loops:** Your kids will follow their nose, right to the bathtub with this yummy fragrance. Reminiscent of the wonderfully fruity corn cereal we all remember as kids. This scent is RIGHT ON and smells sooo yummy you won’t believe it!

**Fruit Punch Jolly Rancher:** Just like the tangy sweet childhood favorite!

**Girly Girl Pie:** A true celebration of everything girly, sweet and pink. A scrumptious blend of sweet pink bubble gum, fluffy pink cotton candy topped off with sugary sweet pink whipped cream.

**Grape Jolly Rancher:** A true grape jolly rancher fragrance. Sweet yet tart and super yummy.

**Grape Lollipop:** A sweet grape sugar lollipop complete with a bubble gum center.

**Green Apple Cotton Candy:** When you think of fun, you think of cotton candy! We’ve taken the aroma of sweet, fresh spun cotton candy and combined it with fresh, tart, granny smith apples to create this super-fun, unique fragrance!

**Gummi Bear Ice-Cream:** One of our top sellers and a favorite with our kids. Creamy soft served vanilla ice-cream, blended with sugary sweet fruity gummy bears. This is a candy filled sweet treat scent!

**Jelly Beans:** Smells just as sweet as a handful of chewy jelly beans!

**Juicy Fruit Gum:** The sweet juicy bubble gum scent we all know. Smalls just like the gum!

**Lemon Head:** This was an all time favorite as a kid and we’ve been trying to formulate the exact scent - Yep, this is it...we found it! A hard tart lemon candy rolled into a bath of sugar. A perfect bright lemon twist offering a refreshing bath treat that will make your mouth water.

**Lollipops:** Let’s of sweet and sassy POP! to this oil! Rich, ripe berries mixed with hints of sugary sweetness and a bit of a sassy kick make this a wonderful treat!

**Mint Chip Ice-Cream:** There is nothing more refreshing than a giant scoop of mint chocolate chip ice-cream. The aroma of creamy peppermint stirred into a vanilla mint ice-cream mixed with notes of bitter sweet chocolate. This fragrance will melt on your skin leaving you clean and refreshed.

**Mounds Candy Bar:** This yummy treat is a blend of freshly ground coconut covered in milk chocolate.

**Root beer Candy:** Hard Candied root beer, smells just like the little brown sugar barrels we used to suck on as kids.

**Orange Jolli Rancher:** Smells just like an orange jolly rancher candy

**Party Girl Punch:** Bring the party to your tub with this yummy girly punch. Enjoy the sweet blend of tropical fruit blended with a twist of mandarin orange & mango, including essences of pomegranate guava and lemon. This yummy fragrance smells just like the punch at every kids party!

***Peach Jolli Rancher:** This is a BEST seller and it smells JUST LIKE the real Candy!

**Peanut Butter Cup:** Smooth and creamy peanut butter merges with rich chocolate for a yummy combination and a delicious fragrance your entire family will love!

**Peanut Butter & Jelly:** A kid’s delight! A creamy blend of peanut butter blended with strawberry grape jelly. This fragrance is so yummy your kids will love it in the bath too.

**Peppermint Patti:** Smells just like a York peppermint patty! The aroma of creamy peppermint whipped into a vanilla base with a strong down of bitter sweet chocolate.

**Pink Cotton Candy:** Sweet spun sugar an all time favorite for all kids. Just like the strawberry fluff at the fair but this one won’t leave you with sticky fingers!
Pink Watermelon Candy: Smells just like a jolly rancher candy

Red Hott: Just like the little red hot candies we used to eat as kids. Sweet spices mixed with cinnamon create this sweet candy scent.

Rice Krispy Treat: This is a just like the famous gooey treat loaded with melted marshmallows...yummy!!

Rocky Road Ice-Cream: This is an all time classic! A wonderful blend of chocolate, mini marshmallows sprinkled with the light hint of nuts. This treat smells soooo yummy you'll want to lick yourself!

Root Beer Float: From the ice cream parlor classic, this will take you back to childhood. Icy flakes of root beer topped with luscious vanilla ice-cream and drizzled with root beer syrup.

Smore: This is a fun one! It will take you back to camping under the stars. This is a wonderful blend of chocolate, toasted marshmallows wrapped in a light graham cracker crust.

Snicker Bar: We have captured the scent of one of our favorite candy bars. Peanuts, covered in caramel and topped with milk chocolate. This fragrance makes our mouths water every time we sniff it!

Sour Patch Kids Candy: A sweet yet tart candy treat. This has hits of tropical fruits blended with the tart sugary sweetness. This fragrance smells just like a hand full of Sour patch candies but this one wont make you pucker!

Strawberry Jolly Rancher: Smells just like the pink candy treat we all remember so well as a child.

Sugar Pie: This was a creation made by our Glo Kids. We asked our little ones to create their all time favorite fragrances – Pink bubblegum, blended with pink sugar crystals topped with pink cotton candy and pink frosting!

Sweet Tarts: No candy line would be complete without this fragrance. Sweet sugar, layered in sweet and sour notes of various fruits and citrus! Sweet, sassy, fruity and FUN!!!

Marshmallow: Remember when we were little and we used to make Ooey, gooey, Marshmallow taffy by working the marshmallows between our fingers until it turned into sticky taffy. This scent will bring you back to your childhood - a deliciously simple plain white marshmallows, this time you won’t make a mess!

Peach Jolly Rancher: This smells just like the tangy sweet peach candy we all remember as kids

Peanut Butter Cups: Just like the candy cups, milk chocolate over a creamy peanut butter filling.

Pink Puff: Freshly picked strawberries, dipped into pink sugar, topped with fluffy pink marshmallows, topped with pink whipped cream, sprinkled with pink sugar crystals.

Pixie Stick Dust: Just like the fruity powdered sugar in a straw.

Toasted Marshmallow: This smells a bit different than our regular marshmallow fragrance. This is a true toasted marshmallow fragrance - This smells like sitting in front of a campfire, toasting marshmallow. A fabulous sweet toasted marshmallow fragrance with a true smoky fire touch.

Tootsie Roll: Creamy, chewy chocolate – smells just like the rolled chocolate treat!

Warmed Glazed Donut: This smells just like a freshly baked Krispy Kreme Donut! Hot glazed donut with warm vanilla sugar icing

**Watermelon Jolly Rancher: This is the top seller in our candy selection. Its smells 100% just like the hard watermelon candy. This is such a wonderful bath treat!

Waffle Cone: Smells just like the warm aroma of a boardwalk sundae cone!
Angel Food Cake: This scent is so delicious - it will make you want to have your cake and eat it too! This is a very true angel food cake scent with just a hint of almond.

Apple Pie: This is truly an amazing homemade apple pie! Hot, warm apples baked in with hints of cinnamon and vanilla. Truly smells like you have an apple pie heating in your oven.

Apricot Crumb Cake: Fresh out of the oven.....warm buttery white cake smothered in sweet apricots, brown sugar and vanilla whipped cream.

Apricot Cream Puff: The sweet scent of freshly baked cream puffs filled with a fluffy blend of sweet and sour apricot filling.

Banana Cake Batter: A yummy blend of yellow cake batter mix, fresh banana pudding and a generous drizzle of creamy caramel.

Banana Nut Bread: Just like mom used to make. Fresh from the oven, the scent of warm banana’s, blended with nuts, and soft hints of spices.

Berries & Cream: Fresh picked strawberries and Raspberries smothered in sweet cream.

Beignet: We discovered these little treasures while visiting Louisiana and my kids fell in love. Rich, deep fried sweet cake covered in powdered sugar. The scent smells so yummy you’ll swear your gaining weight by just sniffing it!

Birthday Cupcake: This is a top seller!! Have your cake and smell like it too! If you like the smell of a warm birthday sheet cake, you’ll love this scent - it smells just like a fresh baked cake! Rich white cake fresh from the oven, topped with tons of icing!

Blueberry Cheesecake: This is the ultimate cheesecake, bursting with rich, ripe blueberries mixed into a thick and rich New York style cheesecake that creates the ultimate in blueberry delight!

Blueberry Pie: Fresh from the oven, Sweet, plump blueberries in a flaky, buttery crust.

Boston-Cream Pie - Rich, strong, cinnamon, cocoa, and coffee. Traces of butter mixed with rich creamy vanilla make up the bottom layers. You can smell the bakery goodness in this one!

Brownie Batter: Even if you don't care for chocolate, you will LOVE this oil! A rich creamy chocolate batter with top notes of butter, cream, cocoa and luscious cake on a cloud of rich vanilla bottom notes.

Bubblegum Ice-Cream: Sweet scent of pink bubblegum with a light warm scent with a light undertone of a vanilla.
Butter-Cream Frosting: Will remind you of the days you used to sneak your finger into the side of your birthday cake for a quick lick. A decadent scent - its super yummy, smells so much like the real thing we could hardly believe it.

Buttermilk Pancakes: The fragrance of mouth-watering buttermilk pancakes! Notes of buttermilk, freshly baked cake, sweet creamy butter, maple syrup and a sweet vanilla base.

Caramel Apple Cheesecake: Tart apple peels are flavorfully kissed with fresh allspice and gooey caramel. Rich, fluffy cream cheese completes this succulent treat.

Caramel Pear Cake: This is such a scrumptious fragrance, you’ll wish is tasted as good as it smells. Decadent juicy, sweet pears drizzled in warm caramel.

Caramel Sugar Crunch: A wonderful blend of caramel, toffee, sweet creamy vanilla and crystallized brown sugar!

Caramel Velvet Crème Cake: Description coming soon!

Carrot Cake: What’s up Doc? This is one fabulous blend and it smells dead on like real carrot cake. A spicy, rich and thick with a teeny whiff of butter cream frosting!

Cake Batter: Just like yellow cake batter dripping from the beaters! This is such a scrumptious blend of sweetness that will take you back to your childhood days!

Cherry Cream Cake: Sweet cherry pie filling is folded into fresh baked white cake and topped with luscious white sugar frosting. This is a super sweet treat for the tub!

Cherry Pie: This is such a wonderfully delightful scent, Great Cherry Pie Fragrance, its so yummy you can smell Cherry Pie Filling

Crème de la Crème "Best of the Best": Creamy, rich and oh so decadent that you cannot get enough! This is a complex blend of cream with notes of caramel and brown sugar that creates a deliciously rich blend.

Crème Brulee: Yummy vanilla custard blended with vanilla beans and covered in a caramel coating sauce.

Cinnabun: Smell the sweet Cinnabons scent topped off with the gooey vanilla icing! Not overly spicy... just the right amount of cinnamon mixed with the bakery bun scent all mixed together with the sweet scent of vanilla!
**Bakery & Dessert Scents**

**Cinnamon Frosting:** This wonderful blend starts with a hint of Cinnamon flowing into a pinch of brown sugar stirred into a light butter ending in a light vanilla roasting. (This is a nice topping compliment with some of the dessert sugar scrubs - try our Pumpkin Pie Sugar Scrub, add this as a cinnamon frosting soufflé)

**Coffee Ice-Cream:** Delish! Rich, dark coffee blended into a luscious vanilla cream – this is a perfect addition to anyone who loves coffee ice-cream but can’t afford the calories.

**Cookies & Cream:** Sweet & scrumptious this smells just like yummy cookies and cream!

**Cookies & Cream Pie:** This delicious fragrance is blended hints of Brown Sugar and smashed cookie crust, crushed cookie dough center, blended with Chocolate Chips, and sprinkled with Vanilla, Rum

**Deep Fried Ice-Cream:** This ice-cream doesn’t come topped with a cherry however; it will make you feel like you’re holding a large waffle cone sundae – Vanilla ice cream gently fried to perfection with a waffle cone topping.

**Frangelico:** A rich yet sweet, creamy chocolate syrup dessert. This will make a perfect body topper.

**Fruit Sorbet:** Cold and refreshing this fragrance is blended with peaches & watermelon and topped off with sweet lime sugar crystals.

**Fudge Brownie:** The wonderful rich, heavy aroma of warm chocolate brownies! The rich and luscious smell of chocolate fudge and the warm bakery smell of brownies combined will make you think you have brownies in the oven!

**German Chocolate Cake:** The name speaks for itself! Silky chocolates with brown sugar, caramel, and pecans & Coconut.

**Gingersnap Cookie:** Our gingersnap cookie fragrance is a fresh, crisp, ginger cookie aroma with just the right amount of bakery base notes.

**Glazed Donut:** A perfect, warm, super soft and sweet, melt in your mouth donut, smothered in lots of sugary glaze.

**Grasshopper Pie:** A chilled minty green pie filled with Marshmallows, whipped cream and sugary mint layered over an Oreo cookie crust. This is a wonderfully sweet treat and will make your mouth water.

**Grandma’s Oatmeal Cookies:** Yummy, mouthwatering oatmeal cookies fresh out of the oven. Your senses will be filled with the fragrance of brown sugar, cinnamon, and warm rolled oats - this scent smells so real your mouth will water.

**Green Tea Ice-Cream:** Sweet, & refreshing, this scent is just like real fragrant green tea blended with creamy vanilla ice-cream

**Honeydew & Whipped Cream:** A fabulous blend- rich and creamy completely delightful. Scrumptious, lightly whipped cream is perfectly blended with fresh and juicy honeydew slices.
Hot Baked Apple Pie - The aroma of fresh cut granny smith apples, smothered in butter, cream, and cinnamon, with a background of fresh baked crust.

Ice-Cream Cake: A wonderful blend of sweet and sticky Cake Batter, Sugar sweet icing, and Vanilla Ice Cream

Italian Cream Cake: Add some white sugar, buttermilk, shredded coconut and a touch of vanilla extract and you have Italian Cream Cake.

Italian Shaved Ice: A yummy blend of Sicilian Lemon with hints of sweet sugar. This is a refreshing scent anytime of the year.

Key Lime Pie #1: Sweet and tart with a mouth-watering sugar coated pie crust

Key Lime Pie #2: A scrumptious blend of tropical lime, pineapple and Tahitian vanilla.

Lemon Meringue Pie: The perfect combination of lemon, cream and baked crust.

Marshmallow Buttercream: The perfect pairing of rich, thick butter-cream frosting blended with fluffy marshmallows.

Moon Pie: Our children love these little cake treats. Two sweet vanilla cookies with a soft marshmallow center, covered in a coating of milk chocolate.

Muscovado Sugar: This amazing, fine grained, soft brown sugar has the rich aroma of molasses and sweetness. Not too sugary; the dry down is perfectly luscious!

Oatmeal Cookies: A spicy oatmeal cookie blended with rich butterscotch to give you an awesome home-baked blend

Orange-sicle: This one will remind you of the warm summer days - sitting on the porch licking away at your "Dreamsicle" an icy sweet blend orange and sweet vanilla cream.

Peanut Butter Brownie Pie: Creamy peanut butter blended with the chocolaty brownie scent with whispers of vanilla. One whiff and you’ll be searching for your 1/2 gallon of vanilla ice cream to put on top of this scent!

Peanut Butter Cookie: We could not believe how true this fragrance is. It smells like a freshly baked peanut butter cookie.

Pineapple upside down cake: Fresh Hawaiian pineapple baked into a warm white cake and drizzled with sweet sugar glaze. This is an amazing fragrance that will keep you coming back for more.
**Bakery & Dessert Scents**

- **Pink Cupcake:** Smells just like a deliciously decadent pink strawberry cupcake topped with double whipped frosting!

- **Pralines and Cream Ice-Cream:** The creamy sweet scent of vanilla ice-cream blended with candied pralines!

- **Pumpkin Bread:** This one is fresh baked and right out of the oven. Makes your mouth water while it fills your shower with the scrumptious scent of fresh baked Pumpkin Bread. Catch the smell of pumpkin pie spice with just the right amount of baked crust.

- **Red Velvet Cake:** The freshly baked red velvet cake scent. This fragrance begins with top notes of dark chocolate, strawberry syrup, and red currant; followed by middle notes of cocoa powder, buttermilk, and sugar cane; while sitting on base notes of creamy sandalwood, Tonka bean, and vanilla extract.

- **Strawberry & Chocolate Cone:** Yes, it smells just like it sounds. A yummy blend of strawberry ice-cream loaded with tons of chocolate sprinkles ending in a sweet note of sugary waffle cone.

- **Strawberry Marshmallow Fluff:** Extra fluffy sweet & sugary strawberry marshmallows, whipped up to creamy perfection.

- **Spiced Oatmeal:** Oatmeal, honey wrapped up in a spicy dash of cinnamon, nutmeg and vanilla.

- **Sweet Sugar Milk:** This is a rich, warm, delicious scent. It’s such a wonderful fragrance that captures the essence of sweet toffee, milk and sugar along with hints of vanilla pods. This yummy scent ends with light sandalwood for a ritzy and delicious treat.

- **Sugar Cookies:** Sweet sugary cookies sprinkled with colorful sugar crystals, right from the oven.

- **Sugar Cookie Ice-Cream:** Two fresh from the oven, warm sugar cookie topped with a large scoop of cake batter ice cream! This is one sugary sweet treat…sure to be a hit on the tub!

- **Sweet Tooth:** So sweet and delicious! A buttery blend of cutout cookies, covered in a sweet vanilla, marshmallow frosting – topped off with colorful candy sprinkles and powdered sugar.

- **Thin Mint Cookies:** Damn those girl scouts! We crave these cookies all year round, so we decided to create a scent you can have all year round. A mouthwatering blend of crunchy chocolate cookies topped with dark chocolate mint – this smells sooo yummy you’ll be temped to take a bite!

- **Toffee Maple Butter Cream Crunch:** A mouthwatering blend of rich maple and velvety vanilla with notes of sweet orange combining with cinnamon, clove and hints of coconut. This is such a sweet scent you can almost get a toothache smelling it! If you like sweets you will absolutely love this one!!

- **Turtle Pie:** A delicious blend of Pecans, Brown Sugar, Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chips, Caramel, Vanilla & Rum
Bakery & Dessert Scents

Vanilla Canelle: An exotic desert scent with notes of cinnamon, ginger, brown sugar, and vanilla pod.

Vanille Crème Pudding: A scrumptious blend of creamy vanilla pudding, topped with whipped

Vanilla Wafers: These smell exactly like the little cookies in a box, you used to eat when you were little. Only this time you can indulge all you want…these are calorie free!

Violet Chiffon Cake: Violets, Wedding Cake and rich butter-cream frosting - Pure Heaven!

Waffle Cone: Smells just like the warm aroma of a boardwalk sundae cone!

Waffle Cone Sundae: This is a delicious blend of strawberry, vanilla ice-cream smothered with creamy caramel, served in a warm waffle cone, topped with whipped cream and a cherry!

Warm Vanilla Sugar: A soft blend of African vanilla beans sweetened with hints of sandalwood and coconut on a subtle background of white flowers.

Wedding Cake: Marital bliss?? Well…….. enjoy a hint of wedding cake everyday without the headache of marriage (Did we just say that?) A warm creamy vanilla scent topped lightly with butter-cream frosting. Smells just like a wedding cake
Amour de Cocoa (DUP): Positively addictive! This scent is an elegant fragrance confection infused with eroticism. A grounding base note of the aphrodisiac Cocoa Bean makes this scent a must for sharing. Passionately warm, unsweetened Dark Chocolate playfully dances with Vanilla and the surprise lilt of Star Fruit. A bright and delectable Orange Zest completes the intoxication with the warmth of a sunlit, Mediterranean grove. This is a scent so beautifully balanced and delicious; it will become your favorite sinful indulgence.

After Eight: Just like the famous thin mint candy covered with dark Chocolate.

Belgian Chocolate: The most elegant of chocolates, it’s rich, dark and completely to-die-for! More robust than semi-sweet, this ethereal scent has a true dark chocolate heart enriched by cream, not milk. This unbelievably authentic European chocolate scent has driven everyone who has sniffed it on a mouth-watering quest for a taste. Bon Appétit!

Carmello: A soothing blend of warm milk chocolate, melted marshmallows, drizzled with rich caramel. This is a sinful fragrance and will make any shower heavenly.

Chocolate Covered Cherries: Fabulous sweet cherries, rich creamy white chocolate, hints of vanilla and sugary sweet cream!

Chocolate Cherry Swirl: Cherry syrup swirled through the most heavenly and creamy chocolate cake ice cream, with whipped cream on top.


Chocolate Covered Strawberries: Summer sweet strawberries dipped in rich milk chocolate with a small dab of whipped cream.

Chocolate Fondue: Have you ever wondered what it would be like to bathe in chocolate - well this is it! This is such a sexy rich scent. This is a perfect treat for any chocolate lover - an intense rich, silky cocoa chocolate, luxurious and mouthwatering.

Chocolate Mint: Creamy Milk Chocolate covering a soft peppermint filling.

Chocolate Raspberry Roll: A rich chocolate cake roll layered with a creamy raspberry filling, and covered with smooth, silky chocolate

Chocolate Vanilla Brownie: Vanilla sugar and chocolate brownie with nuts

Dark Chocolate: Simply divine, rich and dark, creamy fine, dark chocolate

Home Made Fudge: Truly to die for! This is a truly fabulous fragrance; rich, heavy, sweet homemade fudge. White chocolate, creamy rich vanilla and tiny hints of milk chocolate will have your mouth watering.
**Chocolate Fragrances**

**Hot Cocoa:** This is one of our best sellers. Smells just like a frothy mug of warm hot cocoa, topped with tiny, melting marshmallows.

**Milk Chocolate:** This is pure indulgence in a bottle! You’ll swear you’ve gained 10 pounds with one sniff. Silky cocoa chocolate, luxurious and mouthwatering.

**Milk Chocolate Orange:** A combination of milk chocolate blended with creamy vanilla and fresh oranges. This smells just like the chocolate break apart candy slices.

**Chocolate Dipped Sugar Cookies:** A freshly baked sugar cookie dipped in rich creamy chocolate.

**White Chocolate Raspberry Truffles:** A delicious confection! Creamy white chocolate truffle filled with a sweet raspberry filling. Wild Currant, Sparkling Raspberry, White Chocolate Truffle, Chocolate Crème, Vanilla Milk, Plumberry Wine and Tonka Bean.
Glo Girl Cupcake Couture Line®

We at Glo Girl love cupcakes but we can’t afford the calories, so we’ve created a fun fragrance line full of all of our favorite cupcake fragrances, so we could indulge all day long without the guilt! You can add these onto any of our product lines or stick to the cupcake soap line.

7-Up Cupcake: Starts with hints of light lemon cake made with drizzles of 7-up, topped with light lemon and 7-up butter cream frosting. This is a light and refreshing fragrance.

Angel Cupcake: A delightful blend of angel food cake blended with a light essence of rose butter-cream frosting. This is a top seller. It’s light and fluffy and super sweet.

Banana Caramel Cupcake: Fresh ripe banana blends with sweet caramel and ground cinnamon for a rich, warm sensation. Sweet vanilla bean balances with butter cream at the base of the scent, supporting this fabulous creamy sensation!

Banana Foster Cupcake: Hints of crushed banana cake topped with vanilla frosting and rum caramel swirls

Banana Split Cupcake: Blended fragrances of moist white cake loaded with fresh bananas, frosted with yummy whipped cream and drizzled with milk chocolate, you can even smell light hints of nuts and a juicy cherry.

Birthday Cake Cupcake: Remember being a little girl at a birthday party…..fighting over who gets the frosting rose. Well, fight no more. This little cupcake fragrance is all yours! This smells just like a little white cupcake topped with a HUGE frosting butter-cream rose! You can indulge all you want; our products won’t leave you with a tummy ache.

Blueberry Cupcake: delicious white cake fragrance sprinkled with sweet blueberries and drizzled with a simple vanilla glaze – this is a delicious blend.

Butterscotch Cupcake: Super sweet butterscotch cupcake topped off with butterscotch butter cream frosting.

Bubblegum Cupcake: Delicious white cake, covered in pink bubblegum frosting.

Candy Corn Cupcake: Candy corn blended into white cake and topped with a marshmallow frosting.

Caramel Apple Cupcake: Apple Spice Cupcake with Caramel butter cream frosting topped off with drizzles of warm caramel sauce.

Caramel Fudge Cupcake: The best of both worlds - sweet milk chocolate, creamy buttercream frosting swirled with caramel and sweet vanilla.

Champagne Kiss Cake: Moist raspberry cake drenched in a bubbly champagne frosting. This is such a yummy fragrance!

Cherry Coke Cupcake: Coca Cola Cupcake topped with cherry butter cream frosting. This is Sodalicious!

Chocolate Cupcakes: Choc-a-holics rejoice! You will love this yummy blend of creamy chocolate cupcakes with a hint of sweet chocolate frosting!

Chocolate Candy Cane Cupcake: This is a signature blend of rich chocolate cake blended with peppermint butter-cream frosting, laced with white chocolate and just the right blend of candy canes. This is an all time favorite and a prefect little treat from Santa.

Chocolate Cream Cheese Cupcake: You are going to just love our Chocolate Cream Cheese Cupcake fragrance! This fragrance begins with a creamy top note of coconut; followed by a warm middle note of butter-cream; and well rounded with a base note of dark cocoa. Amazing!
Chocolate Marshmallow Cupcake: We’ve blended the most delectable treat. Hints of Belgian dark chocolate topped with fluffy marshmallow fluff and topped with rich chocolate syrup.
Chocolate Orange Cupcakes: Milk chocolate cupcakes topped with a light orange chocolate frosting.
Chocolate Oreo Cookie Cupcake: Chocolate cupcake topped with a vanilla Oreo cookie butter cream frosting.
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup: Rich chocolate cake topped with crunchy peanut butter frosting
Cinnabon Cupcake: Sweet Cinnabon cupcakes topped off with the gooey vanilla icing! Not overly spicy... just the right amount of cinnamon mixed with the bakery bun scent all mixed together with the sweet scent of vanilla. This will make you mouth water!
Cosmopolitan Cupcake: This fragrance was blended as a special request for a “Sex in the City” party. This is a wonderful blend of cranberry orange cupcake topped with citron and vodka spiked frosting. This is such a wonderful treat and even better when smothered on your birthday suit!
Cotton Candy Cupcake: Sugary, fluffy and more fun that a carnival side show, our wonderfully sweet scent starts with hints of freshly baked strawberry cupcakes cake smothered in cotton candy frosting and topped with a sugary sweet cotton candy sprinkles.
Cranberry Cupcakes: Tart cranberries blended into a white cake batter, topped with a creamy butter-cream frosting, This is a delicious cupcake treat!
Cranberry Orange Cupcake: We’ve created a delightfully sweet blend of fresh white cake blended with sweet cranberry & orange juices and topped with orange cream cheese frosting.
Crème Brule Cupcake: A sweet blend of moist yellow cake mixed with vanilla cream cheese frosting and topped with brown sugar. This blend makes the most wonderful crème Brulee fragrance. This is mouth-watering and super rich!
Creamy Chocolate Cupcake: This is one amazing cupcake! This fragrance begins with creamy top notes of bittersweet chocolate and butter-cream; followed by a warm middle note of corn syrup and amaretto; and well rounded with base notes of vanilla sugar, malt, dark cocoa, and espresso powder. Amazing!
Coconut Bliss Cupcake: Sweet coconut cake with vanilla frosting sprinkled with coconut flakes
Cookies & Cream Cupcake: Warm buttery cupcake topped with white butter-cream frosting, topped with crushed chocolate cookies! This is SUPER yummy!
Cupcake Batter: Nothing yummier than the scent of cupcake batter. This luscious scent is full of pre-baked goodness and topped with creamy-rich vanilla frosting. Cupcake Batter is pure sweetness.
Decadent Chocolate Cupcake: A decadently rich chocolatey sweet cupcake loaded with sweet rich chocolate icing. A chocolate lovers dream!
Frosted Lime Cupcake: You are going to just love our Frosted Lime Cupcake fragrance! This fragrance begins with top notes of Persian lime and lemon zest; followed by middle notes of meringue; and well rounded with base notes of Royal vanilla icing and creamed cake. Amazing!
Good Morning Cupcake! Moist yellow cake with cinnamon swirl topped with a sweet glaze
Jelly Bean Topped Cupcake: Fresh baked white cupcakes topped with vanilla frosting and colorful jelly beans! Yes this smells exactly like a jelly bean topped cupcake - so sweet and mouthwatering!
Italian Cream Cake: Add some white sugar, buttermilk, shredded coconut and a touch of vanilla extract and you have Italian Cream Cake.
Lemonade Stand: One of our original blends. Tart lemon cake topped with vanilla and lemon blended butter cream frosting. This is a tart yet sweet blend.
Lemonberry Cupcake: A zesty fragrance hints of lemon cake topped with a decadent blueberry frosting.
Lemon Cream Cheese Cupcake: Soft Lemony cupcake filled with a sweet decadent surprise...a cream cheese filling! This is soft yet sweet fragrance.
Lemon Sugar Cupcake: This fragrance is super sweet and yummy! It begins with top notes of fresh lemon zest; followed by middle notes of meringue; and well rounded with base notes of Royal vanilla icing and creamed cake. Amazing!
Lemon Strawberry Cupcake: Fresh Lemon Butter cake topped with rich strawberry butter cream frosting.
Lime Coconut Cupcake: Delicious coconut cake topped with lime butter-cream frosting and a sprinkle of shredded coconut.
Malibu Rum Cupcake: A total YUM! Buttery rum, yummy coconut, rich, sweet butter cream, rum liquor with tiny hints crisp cookie. Add in rich maple and sweet sugary vanilla and rich tonka bean. You will love this scent as much as we do! No matter what time of year, you will be looking for the pool boy to get you a refill with sounds of the Beach Boys in your head!
Marble Cake Cupcake: This is a yummy favorite. A decadent, blend of warm vanilla cake mixed into a chocolate cocoa cake.
Marshmallow Fluff Cupcake: This is a top selling fragrance. Delicious spongy white cake topped with sweet, ooey gooey marshmallow frosting!

Mint Chocolate Chip Cupcake: Blended in a sinfully sweet chocolate cake topped with cool mint icing and smothered in peppermint patties.

Mocha Madness: This fragrance is mochalicious, it’s a chocolate cake fragrance topped off with hints of mocha-espresso frosting. A perfect way to wake up your senses!

Orange Cream Cupcake: Fluffy white cake blended with sweet oranges topped off with orange cream frosting

PB&J Cupcake: This is a sweet blend of rich chocolate cake, blended with Peanut Butter Icing Filled with Strawberry Jam & topped with chocolate sprinkles.

Peach Bellini Cupcake: A summer peach cake topped with champagne butter cream frosting.

Peach Cobbler Cupcake: Vanilla bean cupcake blended with fresh peaches, peach juice, brown sugar and cinnamon topped with vanilla butter cream.

Pina Colada Cupcake: Pineapple coconut cake topped with coconut rum icing topped off with a sweet juicy cherry.

Pink & Black: Fresh baked chocolate cupcakes and topped sweet vanilla frosting, sprinkled with a TON of pink sugar crystals! A unique and supere

Pink Butter-Cream Frosting: A scrumptious blend of warm, rich French vanilla with delicate traces of butter-cream and ‘pink’ sugar. THINK PINK!”

Pink Lemonade Raspberry Cupcake: Now that we’re all grown up and the lemonade stand is put away, we thought we should come up with something we can enjoy as big girls too. This yummy dessert starts with a smell of moist white cake, with a raspberry filling, drizzled in raspberries and topped off with sweet lemonade frosting.

Pink Raspberry Cupcake: A delicate blend of pink raspberry cake topped with wonderfully sweet champagne frosting.

Principessa– This is one of our signature scents. Hints of classic, freshly bakes white cake, blended with fragrances of pink vanilla buttercream frosting.

Pumpkin Cupcakes: A warm delicious pumpkin cupcake covered in yummy pumpkin cream cheese frosting. This scent smells good enough to eat.

Raspberry Cream Cupcake: This fragrance reminds me of my very favorite cake from my childhood. A moist white cake, drizzled with raspberry sauce and then sprinkled with fresh raspberries and powdered sugar. Oh man, it was good!

Rocky Road Cupcake: This is one amazing fragrance! We’ve created a blend of chocolate chip cake topped with marshmallows and smothered in walnut fudge frosting. You will not be disappointed with this one.

Root beer Float Cupcake: Root beer cupcake filled with whipped cream and topped with root beer butter cream frosting.

Shirley Temple Cupcake: A classic 7-up cake with sweet cherry butter cream frosting. This is a wonderfully unique fragrance.

Smores Cupcake: Fragrant scents of chocolate cake slathered with marshmallow frosting and graham cracker crumbs – this is a top seller.

Strawberry Cupcake: I’m sure that by now you are well aware that I love anything cupcake. So of course, here came another cupcake fragrance. Psst, it’s not the last one either. Sweet strawberry icing on top of a freshly baked strawberry cupcake, this is a so scrumptious.

Strawberry Shortcake: This fragrance hosts delightful Layers of moist strawberry and vanilla cake topped with a layer of strawberry butter-cream and topped off with a dollop of rich heavy cream frosting.

Sugar Cookie Cupcake: Smell of warm baked sugar cookies, you will be tempted to grab a glass of milk with this delicious scent.

The Elvis Cupcake: This was a special request fragrance for one of our cupcake soaps – Hints of fresh banana cake topped with creamy peanut butter frosting and chocolate drizzles, just like the King’s favorite sandwich!

The Mojito Cupcake: Imagine a rum soaked cupcake, frosted with sugar cane lime frosting and topped with fresh mint leaves.

The Perfect Man Cupcake: The running joke at the shop is there is no such thing as a perfect man, but we make them and he’s the gingerbread man, so we’ve decided to create our rendition for our cupcake gallery. Our perfect man cake consists of wonderful hints of gingerbread cake topped with sweet cinnamon cream cheese frosting. This is a perfect fall fragrance.

Trick-or-treat Cupcake: This perfect little cupcake is the perfect treat for any goblin. A moist chocolate cupcake filled with a melted candy bar center and topped with chocolate fudge frosting.

White Chocolate Cupcake: One can never have enough chocolate, this wonderful fragrance starts with the aroma of creamy cocoa butter, marshmallow, meringue, white chocolate, and vanilla beans all wrapped up into one wonderful fragrance.
Glo Girl Cupcake Couture Line

Vanilla Cream Puff: satisfy your sweet tooth with this ultra-rich, vanilla cream puff - Blended of sweet sugar, vanilla and caramel. This is a wonderfully indulging treat.

Velvet Vegas Cake: Hints of sumptuous red velvet cake smothered with cream cheese frosting – this is a favorite fragrance in the shop.

Violet Iced Cupcakes: Tiny baby cakes dipped in sweet icing lightly scented with sugary violets.
Absinth: Our fragrance captures the sweet grandeur and true essence of Absinthe. Begins with strong notes of true Anise mingled in with soft notes of medicinal herbs. You can enjoy the scent of absinth without all the naughty side effects this concoction brings.

**Appletini (Top Seller):** What Girlish Girl can pass up this one? A fruity tart mixture of green apple and sugar! Yum!

Banana Colada: Delicious!! This is a wonderful concoction of rum, warm vanilla pods, banana cream, hints of orange.

Banana Daiquiri: Freshly blended bananas, topped with light coconut liquor – you can even smell a hint of a fresh cut orange (that should be hanging from the side of your cocktail glass)

**BEER:** Straight from the tap scent!

Berrry Bellini: A fabulous holiday cocktail blended with juicy, sweet raspberries, red currants and tiny hints of blood orange, strawberry and peach. Add a splash of coconut and pink sugar crystals and top if off with icy cold bubbly champagnet

Blackberry Martini: (TOP SELLER) – this is A heavenly, lush, sweet and juicy blend of deep ripened blackberries, blended with sugar and a hint of vodka. This is one sweet and sexy scent.

Blue Lagoon: Blended from the sweet oranges of Curacao, pineapples and a zest of lemon. It takes you away to a warm destination on a sunny beach.

Blue Raspberry Martini: This martini can’t be stirred or shaken, but can be slathered all of your body. The sweet smell of blue raspberry, with a sugary sweet base-note similar to the sweetness of blueberry candy.

Bourbon & Coke: Smells just like the ones you imagine Bourbon blended with coke!

***TOP SELLER Cabernet Wine:** The sweet aroma of wild grapes enhanced with hints of strawberries and sweet sugary notes with a light alcoholic background. A wonderful aroma of red sweet Cabernet wine.

**TOP SELLER Chocolatini:** This yummy sent was formulated for all you chocoholics. Half creamy chocolate and half soothing vanilla

Coconut Milk Colada: Tantalizingly sweet Tahitian vanilla mixed with fresh coconut milk makes for a luscious tropical drink!

Crimson Cabernet: A sensual blend of pomegranates, currants, peach and crimson Cabernet are intriguingly combined to make this red hot fragrance.

Daiquiri Darlin: A pure cool blend of sweet fruity daiquiri, infused with lush bits of coconut, pineapple, bananas and hints of summer melons. The only thing this treat is missing is a pink umbrella.

Dirty Blonde: This tall and tantalizing fragrance is a sexy blend of sweet banana liqueur, Sweet vermouth, Pineapple Juice.
Flaming Black Russian: This is sweet enough to be called a dessert drink, sharp coffee liquor, blended with hints of Vodka ending with a light creamy, caramel spice.

Frostini: Rich milk chocolate blended with peppermint liqueur and just a hint of coconut whipped creme. Have yourself a merry little cocktail – Cheers!

Hot Buttered Rum: This is one unforgettable fragrance. One stiff, it is just like warming yourself by the fire on a cold winter night. Now you can enjoy this old fashioned blend of rich buttery vanilla with a dash of cinnamon and spices.

Fuzzy Navel: Sweet and intoxicating peaches with notes of fresh orange.

Grand Marnier: Delightful sweet and sophisticated orange liquor.

Grape Champagne: A blend of bubbly champagne and sweet grapes.

Jack & Coke: This is a unique blend and wonderfully masculine

Jagermeister: Everyone’s favorite herb-laced liqueur - sweet licorice black we’ve also blended sweet scents of herbs, spices - making this a perfect fragrance

Jose Lime Margarita: A fresh lime fragrance with hints of lemon rinds and fresh greenery. This fragrance oil has high levels of essential oil of lime for a true-to-name aroma.

Lavender Tea: A relaxing, herbal tea blend with a hint of fresh lavender flowers.

Lavender Martini: This is a unique blend of gin martini shaken with a hint lavender – making this a very creative aroma.

Lemon Drop: This is a very true lemon scent with pulp.

NEW - Mai Tai: Sweet & Sexy sent with orange, pineapple and hints of rum

Mandarin Martini: A sweet, citrus, summer cocktail! Mandarin, grapefruit, sweet orange and tangerine blend deliciously with passion fruit, black currant, and ginger, with a touch of sweet vanilla.

Mango Margarita: One of our #1 sellers. This smells just like a mouth watering mango margarita! Our special blend of essential oils smell so sexy you’ll be ready for that summer visit to the Mexican Rivera, Salud!

Melon Ball: Blend of Mango, Papaya, Melon

Melon-Berry Tea: A deliciously light and fruity fragrance with notes of fresh raspberries, strawberries, apples with green melon and end with a hint of musk.

Merlot Wine: Velvety nuances of plums, apples, red raspberries and strawberries combine with a light alcoholic and spicy background

Mimosa: A wonderful blend of champagne with a splash of sweet juicy orange.
Mint Butter Martini: Our blissful blend begins with a shot of peppermint schnapps, one part cream and one part buttermint candies. This scent smells to fresh and fabulous!

Mojito: Very unique fragrance mixture! The refreshing aroma of the mojito drink; Rich sugary base notes with top notes of fresh sprigs of mint, juicy fresh lime and rum.

Peach Bellini: This flirty cocktail is a blend of peaches and champagne

Peppermint Martini: The sweet and sophisticated minty scent is sure to make any Girlie Girl want to slather herself in freshness.

Peppermint Schnapps: This smells just like a shot of real peppermint schnapps! Super minty with a sweet kick!

Pina Colada.....and getting caught in the rain! Yummy...just like the drink, coconut, pineapples and touch of vanilla for nice kick

Pink Flamingo: A tall glass of freshly squeezed orange juice topped off with maraschino cherries make this a super yummy body cocktail.

Pomegranate Champagne: A fabulous blend of pomegranate and champagne - the effervescent bubbles will tickle your nose!

Pomegranate Martini: It’s out with the Cosmo, and in with this fabulous martini! This is a sweet, fruity and super delicious blend of wonderful pomegranate cocktail. It’s so sweet it will make your mouth water!

Purple Hooter: This was a special request blend for a bachelorette party and has been a huge hit since. This smells so delicious you’ll wish you could drink your bath goodies. An intoxicating blend of Lime juice, Chambord raspberry and a slight hint of refreshing vodka blended with a pinch of 7-up.

Raspberry Lemon Drop: Blend of Raspberry, Lemon, Sugar and Vanilla

Raspberry Mojito: This fragrance cocktail was inspired by a wonderful bat in New York Time Square! The drink was absolutely delicious and I thought hmmm, this would make a wonderful fragrance. A super savvy blend of sugared rum, mint, sugar crystals, raspberries. Lime and sweet 7-up!

Sake: Rich and velvety, our luscious interpretation is a blend of white peach absolute and sparkling langsat fruit creates a vibrant, sensually alluring combination. Gentle, flowery undertones of lotus flower and transparent lily of the valley mingle with the sensuality of warm musk and osmanthus flower.

Senorita Sangria: Great memories of basking on the beaches in Mexico with girlfriends - Cool and refreshing citruses, apples, and grapes immersed in sweet wine.

Sex on the Beach: an inviting and fresh combination of Vodka, unsweetened pineapple juice, a touch of raspberry liquor, a hint of melon liquor, and a splash of cranberry. This fruity fragrance is so alluring and compelling that it should wear a warning label.

Shirley Temple: The first cocktail we remember as kids! A sweet blend of sparkling lemon and lime, with just the right amount of sweet cherries.
**Sicilian Merlot:** Rich nuances of juicy red grapes blended into the perfect aroma of merlot wine. Mingling throughout you’ll find ripe fruity flavors of cherry and plum with just the right amount of oak to deepen and add texture!

**Sparkling Cider:** A new twist on an old favorite. With the essence of apple cider, this complex fragrance blends tender apples with a medley of fresh fruits and variety of spices. The apple note is combined with juicy oranges, pineapple, cranberry and hints of peach. Cinnamon, vanilla and musk enhance the sweet and spicy base. This is one fragrance where I can actually detect all of the notes with out much effort!!

**Strawberry Daiquiri:** A romantic fragrance inspired by the ice blended drink - strawberries and rum. Accent notes are melon, sweet orange, green apple.

**Sweet Strawberry Wine:** This is a scent sassy enough for any Girlie Girl! It’s sweet and sexy blend of Vanilla, Strawberry, Wine; Spice will make you want to kick off your stiletto heels and dance the night away.

**Thai- Tini:** This is a delicious, lush and exotic blend of the islands with a hint of lemongrass and delicious vanillas.

**Redbull Vodka:** A number one seller in Vegas! This is a fabulous fragrance - smooth, sweet, fruity fragrance with a light hint of vodka background blend (Kinda smells like fizzy sweet tarts)

**Watermelon Martini:** Iced watermelon martini with hints of lime and orange on a mellow vanilla background.
Apple Cider: This is a perfect fragrance for a cold fall/winter day. A warm and spicy blend of apple cider! Crisp Red Mac apples and cinnamon blended together to give this cider a warm and cozy scent.

Biscotti: His Biscotti fragrance gives you the sweet smell of toasted cookie dough with vanilla icing.

Black Coffee: This reminds me of a very strong coffee you smell when you walk into a donut shop! Super strong and thick with a hint of sugar in the bottom notes!

Black Raspberry Latte: This lovely little latte is sure to give that sugary caffeine rush. A yummy blend of rich espresso, hints of sweet vanilla cream and juicy black raspberry syrup with a light sprinkle of cinnamon. Coffee couldn’t get any better than this!

Black Tea: Just like grandma used to make - A crisp, refreshing glass of ice-cold sweet tea. No lemon, no honey – just straight black tea!

Blueberry Muffin: Freshly baked blueberry muffins, right from the oven. This fragrance is blends of juicy tart blueberries with middle notes of buttery cake, and topped off with vanilla and almond scents.

Brown Sugar: This is a wonderfully soft scent of buttery pure brown sugar.

Cafe Mocha: The perfect arrangement of fragrance notes reminiscent of fresh brewed coffee, chocolate syrup, creamy vanilla, and marshmallows.

Café Vanilla Latte: A wonderful coffee blend laced with a sweet vanilla and rich cream. You'll wish you could drink this one, it’s that good!

Caramel Cream Mocha: Smells just like you walked into Starbucks. Sweet coffee cappuccino fragrance topped off with drizzles of sweet caramel.

Chai Tea: Our chai tea fragrance begins with top notes of spicy cinnamon bark and nutmeg; followed with a body of fresh green tea; finished off with the aroma of creamy soy milk.

Chocolate Covered Coffee Beans:

Chocolate Espresso: Enjoy the scent of rich chocolate paired with freshly brewed espresso. All of the wow with none of the guilt.

Chocolate Silk Frappuccino: Delightful milk chocolate, whipped with sweet butter vanilla and caramel - this fragrance also holds hints if spice, coffee and brandy to make a wonderfully addicting aroma.

Coconut Milk: Sweet vanilla milk with coconut.

Coffee Bean: Just like walking into your local Starbucks – Freshly ground coffee beans.

Coffee & Cream: Simple yet sweet a smooth blend of black coffee blended with sweet cream.

Coffee Ice Cream: Delish! Rich, dark coffee blended into a luscious vanilla cream – this is a perfect addition to anyone who loves coffee ice-cream but can’t afford the calories.

Cream & Sugar: A warm aroma of sweet butter cream and raw cane sugar.
Earl Grey Tea: Smells just like a hot cup of black tea.

French Vanilla Cocoa: A creamy blend of rich cocoa, sweet vanilla and warm milk. Top it with a touch of whipped cream and you've got a delicious cool weather treat!

Fresh Baked Bread:

Fresh Brewed Coffee: Smells just like a fresh brewed pot of black coffee.

Frothy Eggnog: This will bring holiday cheer to anyone. Creamy French vanilla eggnog with light hints of nutmeg and a pinch of cinnamon.

Gingerbread Latte: A yummy blend of sweet gingerbread, ground cinnamon and nutmeg, pink sugar, creamy steamed milk and perfect hint of robust espresso coffee topped off with whipped cream.

Honey: The smooth, sweet scent of honey. So true and delicious!

Hot Buttered Rum: Simply wonderful! This fragrance begins with top notes of rum and is complimented with base notes of creamy buttery toffee.

Hot Cocoa: The aroma of warm hot chocolate with melted marshmallow topping

Iced Tea: Sun brewed Ice Tea just like grandma used to make. Sweet and refreshing.

Jelly Filled Donut: This fragrance is simply incredible! Our Jelly Donut fragrance begins with notes of strawberry, and finishes with the aroma of fresh-baked donuts with powdered sugar sprinkled on them. Your nose will be amazed!


Krispy Klean Donut: Freshly baked donut dipped in a warm, sugary glaze!

Lait Sucre : Fresh milk blended with a hint of sugar and buttery vanilla pod. Sweet and comforting just like a glass of warm milk before bedtime!

Marshmallow Fluff: smells just like the dessert whipped topping - Yummy !

Marshmallow Frosting: A sweet and creamy blend of toasted marshmallows and white frosting

Mint Mocha: This fragrance is so wonderfully minty with hints of warm chocolate blended with coffee. It kinda reminds us of cappuchino and Ande's Mints

Oatmeal, Milk & Honey: Scents to accompany your coffee treat. This is a good strong scent with lots of sweet honey overtones, tempered by a creamy heart of milk and grain. This scent is very warm and comforting... like an oatmeal cookie.

Pancakes & Maple Syrup: We could not believe our noses, this smells just like freshly made pancakes topped with sweet maple syrup.
Spicy Pumpkin Frappuccino: Incredible blend of spicy pumpkin, coffee and sweet cream!!

Sweet Honey: Smells just like sweet honey.

Swiss Miss Mocha: Creamy, milky, Chocolaty loaded with tons of little marshmallows – this is a true hot cocoa fragrance.

Vanilla Bean Supreme: Heavy coffee scent Bursting with Vanilla, Cream, Butter, and Cocoa.

Vanilla Cappuccino: Coffee with an added touch of vanilla. Not to sweet or strong. Beautiful!

Vanilla Chai Tea: A warm scent combination of brewed tea, cinnamon, clove, spice and ginger.

Wild berry Scone: The aroma of freshly baked English scones with hints of strawberry, coconut, raspberry, and blackberries.
7-up Pound Cake: I know what you’re thinking……Yuck! But believe us, this fragrance will surprise you. We first learned about this fragrance at a baby shower – of course we couldn’t stay away from the dessert table and had to try this popular cake! To our delight it was delicious, we liked it so much, we rushed back to the warehouse to blend together this delightful blend for our menu. It’s a perfect blend of warm cake, almond, lemon, lime, vanilla, and sugar.

Abrosia Fruit Salad: A luscious blend of whipped cream, shredded coconut, fruit cocktail of pears, apples, peaches, berries, pineapples and maraschino cherries, blended in with heaps of fluffy marshmallows.

Applewood Smoked Bacon: Carmelized fried bacon with smokey apple nuances.

Avocado: [Crabtree & Evelyn DUP]: this is a duplication of a wonderfully soothing fragrance.

Backyard BBQ: Okay, this was a special request for fathers day and to our surprise it’s been a hit ever since. This is starts with smoky hints of real burning wood, hints of hickory smoke and a sweet smell of BBQ sauce. It’s a fun manly smell.

Baked Potato: With the fixins, cheese, sour cream and bacon.

Black Pepper: Dark and aromatic, full of romance and intrigue. Notes of black peppercorn, anise and balsam wood lend to its unique character.

Blueberry Pancakes & Syrup: The aroma of blueberry buttermilk pancakes drenched with savory maple syrup; this fragrance smells so real you won’t believe your nose!

Celery: yes, celery – this is a clean and refreshing scent and YES it smells exactly like celery!

Cherry Cola: Smells just like a refreshing cherry soda!

Cherry Icee: This is a super strong fragrance that will take you back to your younger days of saving your pennies for the sweet frozen drink. This is a sweet and tangy cherry that everyone will love!

Cola: Pop open the top and smell the fizzy bubbles – this smells just like a cold refreshing cola!

Cool Whip: Straight from the can, sweet and fluffy – this smells so creamy you’ll want to eat it up!

Copenhagen Chew: This fragrance was created as a special request for a local co-ed baseball team. It was a joke used in bar soap as a pick-me-up for the national champions. We knocked them off of their sox, this fragrance was a huge success – A blend of Dipping tobacco with spearmint, peppermint and wintermint.

Chocolate Chip Cookies: Fresh from the oven, moist cookies layered with melting chocolate chips.

Churro Dipped in Chocolate: Smells just like a cinnamon & sugar churro, but this special delight is dipped a creamy, melted, milk chocolate.

Cinnamon Bun Ice Cream: Cinnamon bun dough, swirled into a creamy cinnamon vanilla ice cream…Delish!

Cinnamon French Toast: Picture a plate of hot, steaming french toast with a scrumptious blend of hot, buttery caramelized cinnamon coating the fresh, homemade bread…..hot from the skillet onto your plate! Just the right amount of cinnamon, butter and brown sugar blended together and mixed with a hot-fresh baked bread.

Dirt: OMG, All of us at Glo Girl were cracking up when the perfumer passed this vial around the table. We all looked at each other and smiled, it brought us back to the days when our kids would run into the house after a fun filled day at school and playing in the dirt! This fun Dirt fragrance was made to smell exactly like the dirt from the playground or at least it smelt that way to us.

Dill Pickle: This was a special request for one of our pregnant girlie girls! This truly is a creative & fun fragrance. Would be a great combination when packaged with ice-cream!

Dr. Pepper Soda: Yep – smells just like a cold Dr. Pepper soda! Bubbles and ALL!

French Toast: Lightly browned slices coated with sugar, cinnamon and maple sugar. This is the best, true French toast fragrance.

Fresh Baked Bread: This is a warm and delightful scent. Fresh from the oven home baked bread.

Fried Bacon: This scent is AMAZING!! YOU will absolutely love it. If you like the smell of bacon, you’ll get lost in this scent

Fried Green Tomatoes: We wanted to come up with something clean and different to add to our popular food line. Blend of Tomato Leaf, Cucumber, Lime

Frozen Banana: A refreshing blend of crème de banana blended with our rich milk chocolate. This is a delightful sweet treat.

Fruit Ice Bar: A refreshing blend of Strawberry, Raspberry, vanilla and coconut.
Fruit Cocktail: Just like opening a can, Blends of Peaches, apples, pears, and hints of cherries covered in heavy syrup. This is a wonderful fruity scent.

Fruity Sugar Loops: We could even fool Toucan Sam with this dead on scent! A favorite cereal treat for all ages, this scent is so true to life our kids were craving for more.

Graham Cracker: Smells just like a real graham cracker.

Grape Jelly: This was my favorite type of jelly as a little girl, so it was important to find the same super sweet, sugary jelly smell. This is it! Super sweet grape jelly!

Guacamole: This fun fragrance was an inspiration during one of backyard Mexican fiestas – It was after a few too many margaritas! Anyhow, it turned out to be a wonderful multidimensional blend which consists of freshly squeezed limes, spicy cilantro blended with juicy avocados and mint leaves. This makes a wonderfully refreshing soap scent.

Hickory Smoked Bacon: Savory sweet Smokey classic fried bacon.

Hot Fudge Sundae: We've found a way to indulge without the calories! This is one of most realistic fragrances...it really smells just like a sundae! While the top notes are chocolate fudge, caramel you will find whipped cream, vanilla and a hint of cherry blended subtly into the mix.

Hungry Man Microwave Dinner: OMG! This scent is unbelievably real…… A savory, meat, gravy and potato dinner complete with a sweet jelly pairing.

Kettle Korn: a yummy blend of Blend of popcorn, salt, brown sugar and melted butter

Malted Milk Shake: We all loved this rich chocolate malt! Creamy vanilla, hints of chocolate, loaded with malted milk!

Maple Bacon: Sweet, savory, maple caramelized, fried bacon.

Mary Jane (Marijuana): This playful marijuana scent will transport you back to the good ol’ 60’s. Peace, love, and Mary Jane!

Mexican Chocolate Treat: The sensual smell of chocolate blended with spicy chili and hot cinnamon!

Mint Chocolate Chip Ice-Cream: This smells just like a scoop of real ice-cream. A delicious blend of Milk Chocolate, Fresh Mint, Ice Cream, Sugar, Creamy Vanilla.

Mountain Dew Soda: Lime orange and vanilla soda – complete with fizzy bubbles.

Neapolitan Ice Cream: Creamy Vanilla, Sweet Strawberry Syrup, Chocolate Ganache

Peanut Butter Cups: A wonderful dupe of the fabulous Reece’s Peanut Butter Cups A sweet combination of creamy milk chocolate, vanilla, and yummy peanut butter! This fragrance smells so real and true, you’ll want to drink your bath water!

Pizza: My boys swore we couldn’t create this fragrance…… but we did and now its the ultimate bathtime indulgence for them. It’s not my favorite but hey, if it gets them in the bathtub and lathered up I’m happy. This soap has hints of fresh clean tomatoes, basil and herbs. It smells just like a pizza.

Rocky Road Ice-Cream: Yep, smells just like the REAL ice-cream – blends of Chocolate Ice Cream, Mini Marshmallows, Roasted Almonds

Spicy Mango Pineapple Salsa: the spicy jalapeno pepper playing off the sweetness and fruitiness of the pineapple, with exotic hints of mango peaking through.

Strawberry Funnel Cake: Warm funnel cake topped with sweet strawberries and a dollop of whipped cream.

Strawberry Jam: Nothing smells better than the scent of fresh-picked strawberry and this one smells just like its namesake

Strawberry Shortcake: Buttery sweet cake topped with fresh cut strawberries, sprinkled with sugar and topped with whipped cream.

Sushi: NO this does not smell like fish……this is a fresh scent of just cooked sticky rice and, hints of clean seaweed, laced with hints of ginger and lemon essences. This is a refreshing scent for all.

Sweet Potato Pie: Oh wow – this reminds us of the holidays and nana’s house - rich combination of candied yams, marshmallow cream, brown sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, orange zest, and a splash of lemon, in a warm buttery southern crust.

Sweet Waffles: Sinfully delicious, freshly made waffles – Layered in caramelized sugar and just the tiniest hint of powdered cinnamon and sweet whipped cream. This is one super scent!
**Teddy Grahams:** Smells just like the lunch box snack treats! Cinnamon graham bear cookie treat inspired this fragrance with a sweeter vanilla bean base.

**Turtle Pie Ice-Cream:** Pecans, Brown Sugar, Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chips, Caramel, Vanilla, Rum, blended into a creamy ice-cream base.

**Wasabi:** This is our wasabi with a twist. It’s a wonderful blend of Lime, Wasabi, Green Olive and Musk.

**Whole Wheat Bread:** This whole wheat bread fragrance smells just like freshly-baked bread; light on the yeast, and heavy on the crisp crust. You will love it.
Glo Girl Signature Scents

**A Day at the Beach:** We could not believe our noses when we took a whiff of this one. This smells just like lying out in the beach breeze. Blend of Salt Water, Sand, Coppertone Sun Tan Lotion

**A Day at the Spa:** This fragrance was created for my girly girls who want to retreat to the spa without the time - we've created a luxurious blend of Green Tea, Aloe, and Lemon. This fragrance smells like a refreshing day of pampering.

**Amber Kisses (*** TOP SELLER):** A signature blend and a personal favorite! Lush, rich & exotic rich blend of Madagascar Vanilla Orchid and Vanilla Bean a and a sensual amber background. Heady, luscious and super-sexy!

**Amber Desires** - Amber scent is the rage this year and this fragrance will not disappoint you! A fabulous blend of Amber and Madagascar vanilla, sandalwood and a rich musk. This is an exotic blend that will leave you yearning for more!

**Amber Amour** - An extremely rich combination of Amber, African vanilla, musk with an alluring blend of Black Cherry, Cream Anglaise, and Sandalwood. This is a soft sexy musk, perfect for a night of love!

**Baby Girl:** Cotton Candy, Baby Powder mixture – Smells so yummy this is a favorite

**Baby Grace:** clean, floral blend with notes of delicate flower blossoms including jasmine, violet, rose and grounded in a very sensual but sheer musk. “It’s like wearing your best color, or perfectly cut jeans. In it, people notice only you.”

**Baby Love:** All of us at Glo girl have kids but.....they're all big boys now. We miss that new baby smell so we thought it would be fun to create something that brought back our baby memories! This fragrance is a special blend of baby powder with hints of lavender and sweet milk! This fragrance will remind you of late night snuggles!

**Bad Girl Magic Brownies:** This brownie fragrance was a special request by one of my husband’s friends – he thought it would be funny to give these soap brownies as holiday gifts to all of his friends. These are not your normal good girl brownies. There's something 'Magical' about these naughty little brownies. The wonderful rich, heavy aroma of warm chocolate brownies blended with a light touch of green cannabis fragrance! The rich & luscious smell of chocolate fudge & the warm bakery smell of brownies combined with a special “Green” ingredient will make you think you have brownies in the oven!

**Beach Blondie:** Makes you want to grab your yellow Polka Dot Bikini and head right for the beach-- this yummy Suntan oil fragrance is a blend of coconuts has just the right amount of sweetness.

**Beach Bum:** Just like a day at the beach! This is a perfect mixture of saltwater, sand and Suntan lotion. This is such a yummy summer fragrance!

**Beauty School Drop-Out:** This fun fragrance is super special and SWEET! Freshly whipped strawberry whipped cream, swirled into vanilla ice-cream, topped with sugary, smooth marshmallow fluff and topped off with a yummy maraschino cherry. Does not include a pink silk jacket, diploma or over processed pink hair!

**BFF's** – This was a blend created with best friends, it's a blend of everyone of our favorites stirred into one yummy package – A hip and sassy blend of boysenberries, elderberries, strawberries, guava and pomegranate with a down of soft vanilla.

Glo Girl Body Products, Inc – Scent Menu
Birthday Suit (Butt Naked): This fragrance smells so yummy; it will make you want to get down to your birthday suit, just so you can slather this all over! A wonderful and STRONG blend of marshmallow, sugar, sweet heliotrope, honeydew, and vanilla... an exciting blend of pineapples, and tropical fruits - this has been a much requested scent.

Blonde Moment: An incredible iced champagne mixed with rich sweet raspberry and cranberry

Boyfriends Sweatshirt: You know that comforting smell of your boyfriends sweatshirt.....we came up with a fun scent that's become a hint to the girls. Our boyfriends sweatshirt is freshly laundered with hints of downy detergent, with a hint of cologne. This is such a clean, safe and soothing scent.

Butterfly Kisses: Nothing better than batting your lashes for the sweet butterfly kisses - top notes of blackberry, bilberry, black currant and strawberry, a heart of rose and jasmine, on a ground of sandalwood, rosewood, almond and ebony, this scent was inspired by cherry trees in bloom and other traditional oriental symbols of beauty.

Candy Girl: This is a favorite for anyone with a sweet-tooth! A sugary sweet vanilla treat with hints of pink & blue cotton candy wrapped up with a handful of candy.

Caribbean Coconut: A very fresh tropical coconut blend! This is a very exotic coconut that will make you wish you were getting ready to head to a tropical island resort!

Carnival Crush: Mouth-watering notes of summer peaches, plums with an ambrosial bouquet of jasmine, freshly cut greens and rose petals create this fun and flirty fragrance

Clove Cigarettes: This blend was another one of our joke creations that turned out to be a big hit and top seller! It was created during one of our reminiscent evenings, where we come up with unique yet meaningful scents.........this one, well......reminded us of our high school house parties! Our clove Cigarette fragrance smells of sweet cloves, spices and a light hint of tobacco.

Chocolate Devine: If you love Chocolate blends, you will love this wonderful fragrance! It reminds us of Pink Sugar with the comforts of cocoa, a Grand Marnier truffle, and as sinfully rich as hot fudge. Imagine: gloriously warm, rich chocolate meets caramelized sugar

Cocoa Butter Tummy: Reminiscent of our pregnancy days. Us glo girls spent months massaging cocoa butter lotion onto our growing bellies with the hopes of NO stretch marks! It didn't work but heck; we sure did smell yummy during our pregnancy. This is a wonderful blend of buttery coconut wrapped up in sweet vanilla.

Cute Cabana Boy: Another drink please! This lush concoction of tropical fruits begins with fresh pineapple, orange, guava and papaya; delicious middle notes of banana and tropical green; ending with a lush creamy base of vanilla, coconut and cream.

Diva: A warm and complex fragrance overflowing with delicious apples. Flirty top notes of sparkling Grapefruit, fresh Cucumber and rich Magnolia dominate on first sniff, Tangy Apple, hypnotic Tuberose, and the innocence of a trio of White Muguet, Rose and Violet make up the scruptious middle. It’s grounded in White Amber and warm Woods.

Dream Girl Dazzle: This is a gorgeous fragrance! Starts off with top notes of a sweet floral medley of ylang ylang, gardenia, cyclamen and magnolia. Drifts into middle notes of crisp clean bergamot and basil and ends with an exotic wood blend. This is a super sophisticated scent.

Dry Cleaners: We were going to call this fresh clean laundry but.......as true girle girls, we hate doing laundry and would rather just pick them up from the dry cleaners, hence the name! This is simply the freshest, cleanest scent imaginable; it really smells like freshly laundered linens.

Enchantress: A woman of great charm or fascination. We all know a true Glo Girl can knock anyone's socks off with her charm; this scent will help become the enchantress you are - Incredibly sweet infusion of ripe fruits with hints of blossoms, musk, pure sugar, vanilla and pink pepper creates a captivating yet feminine fragrance.

Enlighten Me: An enlightening blend of warm vanilla; dried orange slices; ending with a woody patchouli background. This is such a subtle. Mellowing fragrance.

Fantasy: A delicious blend of fruit & sweet cupcake, musk, flowers and woods. The exact notes are lychee, quince, kiwi, cupcake, jasmine, white chocolate, orchid, musk, orris root & wood. This is a floral oriental type.

Flirty Pop: A fresh floral and fruity blend of jasmine, wild pear, juicy plum and raspberry notes with a touch of a dry, woody base note. Experience the pop sensation of this fresh, fun, flirty pop!
**Forbidden:** This is a sexy blend of exotic, sweet orange, mango and rich and delicious mandarin infused with hints of watermelon the succulent notes of passion fruit - is this tempting to you yet? To entice you even more, it has irresistible notes of lotus flower to enhance the synergy between the sultry musk in the bottom notes with sweet fruits throughout. Go a-head, we dare you to indulge in the FORBIDDEN....

**Get Fresh:** This scent starts with the enticing essence of sweet sugar gently blended with energizing fresh lemon. This is a very clean and refreshing scent.

**Girly Girl (***TOP SELLER***):** A delicate and sweet blend of cotton candy, caramel, vanilla, wood, soft powder and musk, lightened by top notes of fresh bergamot, Sicilian orange, lemon and raspberry. Completing this complex aromatic mixture are background notes of fig leaves, lily of the valley, licorice, strawberry, red fruit and a drop of caramel.

**Girl Trouble:** Like most girls this fragrance is hot, sensual, and playful. Hints of Champagne, Cane Sugar, Black and Purple Pansies. Exotic and unusual yet flirty and fun!

**Gossip:** Its gotta start somewhere.... A yummy blend of sweet fruit and berries with a hint of peach

**Hawaiian Suntan:** Wisk yourself away to the beach with this fragrance that is reminiscent of Hawaiian Tropics suntan lotion! This is a fruity paradise containing notes of creamy coconut, passion fruit, guava, pineapple, banana, melon, and grapefruit. You'll feel the tan coming on!

**High Maintenance:** Very sophisticated and truly addictive!!!!! It's a sweet floral, that's fresh and light. It's a blend of fresh top notes of Green Mandarin, Bergamot, Green Apple Martini and Lavender. A pinch of Patchouli, Orchid, and Narcissus is layered over White Amber, Red Cedar and sensuous Musk.

**Ice-Cream in Bed (***Top Seller***)** This fragrance is as good as eating ice-cream in your bed while lounging on your girly girl silky satin sheets with the one you love! Life can't get any better than this - a warm blend of vanilla with hints of luscious chocolate and a light hint of coconut cream pie. This is such a decadent scent and a top seller with our customers.

**Ice Queen (aka Cold Biotch):** She’s as cold as ice....and super refreshing; this scent blends fluffy marshmallows, fresh candy cane ice cream and a dash of peppermint vanilla sugar. This is a super sweet treat for the tub!

**Juicy Jamba:** A trip to our local blended juice shop gave us the idea for this wonderful fragrance. This is a blend of wonderfully sweet fruits blended into a smoothly like combination – Making this a fragrance none of us could describe other than WOW – this smells just like a sweet blended Jamba!

**Let Them Eat Cake:** A touch of decadence; a decidedly different collection of brilliantly paired fragrance notes - Sugar Cane, Coconut Milk, Vanilla Orchid & White Musk.

**Little Princess:** We wanted to create a scent that was perfect for the "little princess" in all of us! Swirls of pink cotton candy blend with sticky marshmallow fluff and rich vanilla butter-cream frosting, topped with pink sugar crystals. This is a super sweet, yet innocent scent – perfect for our little princess.

**Love Bug:** A special blend of rich and luscious whipped cream pie, stirred in with yummy cotton candy and pink bubble gum! An extra girly sweet treat!

**Love Fest:** Sweet Bouquet of mandarin orange, bergamot, and tangerine enhanced by hints of fresh peaches, strawberries, and raspberries on a subtle base of white musk.

**Love Hangover:** A sweet bouquet of tropical flowers including hibiscus and Hawaiian orange blossom smoothly blended with subtle notes of melon, sugar cane, black currant, grapefruit, peony and cashmere wood to create this casual yet sensual fragrance.

**Maybe Baby:** Clean and pure this transparent blend with fresh blossoms of bergamot, water lily, lavender, and jasmine, and cool greens laced with sensual, frosty musk. Yum!

**Mr. Pink Bubbles:** We had to bring back the traditional bubbly treat, the fragrance that reminded us of our childhood in the tub! You know, just before bed, mom would run the bath water and bring out the gigantic pink jug of bubbles and we would watch as the sugar pink bubbles began to rise – each pop would bring a sweet cleanliness.
**Myan Gold:** Exotic, sweet as honey, warm as the sun, this mesmerizing fragrance has a blend of spices, woods and fruits. The base notes are well blended with sandalwood, patchouli, musk and amber. It has a sweet and fruity heart of sunny citrus, tangerine and luscious mango with a touch of sage. It's topped off with a hint of vanilla and Mexican chocolate...Kissed with a touch of nutmeg. This incredible blend is so well balanced.

**Ooh La La (***TOP SELLER***):** Begins with notes of Champagne grapes, peaches, citrus and white plums. Middle notes of rose, jasmine, magnolia and violets—softly ends with sweet musk & creamy vanilla and sugar.

**Over the Hill:** A masculine blend of Pepper, Cardamom, Rosewood, Sandalwood, Vetiver, Tonka Bean, Amber

**Party in Ibiza:** Slip into a sarong and party the night away with this sparkling blend of Melon, Peach, Freesia, Peony

**Pillow Talk:** Nothing better than laying in bed next to your sweetie, on a set a freshly laundered bed sheets. This fragrance is a fresh and relaxing blend of lavender, chamomile. Shut your eyes, sweet dreams!

**Pink Pirates Treasure:** This wonderful fragrance will send your senses on a hunt for hidden treasures, first you’ll find Raspberry rubies followed by Cranberry caret, Pomegranate pearls, along with Yuzu, Citron, Neroli, Cassis. This is such a delicious blend – you’ve hit gold with this scent!

**Pillow Fight:** Reminiscent of pure soap and water or freshly laundered linens. Delicate, airy and "just-lathered" fresh fragrance has something comforting about it. Infused with notes of Provencal lemon, cotton blossom, rose geranium, sweet lime and soft violet musk.

**Princess (***TOP SELLER***):** This fragrance is fit for a princess and perfect for every girly girl! This is one of our personal favorites. The delicately scented leaves of the sweet pea flower are accented with pear, loganberry and fresh green rhubarb

**Puppy Breath (AKA: Valentino):** This fragrance was blended as a joke for my best friend Angela, who swore she would be a great mom to her new little mutt puppy Tino. This puppy was sooo bad. He destroyed her Jimmy Choo’s and also managed to turn her well groomed backyard into a well...not so manicured puppy run. This puppy fragrance is blended with hints of freshly dug up green grass, dirt, assorted smashed flowers and yes a light hint of leather (for her $600 leather shoes).

**Purple Haze:** Wow! A very sophisticated scent! This begins with a sweet, musky blend of violet sugar, soft vanilla musk and hits of Chambord.

**Rock out in Rio:** This scent is fun, flirty, sweet and sexy - Tangerine, pineapple, papaya, pina-colada, sugar cane, peach, sea breeze, coco juice, driftwood, sandalwood, powder of musk

**Serendipity:** “Serendipity is the effect by which one accidentally discovers something fortunate, especially while looking for something else entirely”. This fragrance was made trying to create a concoction for the fans of our luscious, irresistible Girly Girl scent. While trying to create one formula this was accidently created – You will find this scent absolutely divine! Its Girly Girl meets rich chocolate and caramelized sugar. All the comforts of cocoa; grand mariner truffle; and sinfully rich hot fudge. Oh this is so delicious!

**Simple Life:** This scent is such a beautiful scent, so innocent, yet sweet and flirty... so reminiscence on my younger years. The hot summer nights when we used to pack all the girls in the convertible and drive to the top of the hill, unfold the blanket and wish on shooting stars! Top blends of aromatic greenery foliage, wild mint, light hints of sweet fruit, and chocolate. Such a special blend it’s sure to be a hit.

**Sixteen Candles:** This is a wonderfully sweet scent. A rich creamy vanilla cake with strawberries, sweet cherries, sugar, butter notes and a heavy vanilla cream make this a yummy sweet treat for all!

**Strawberry Blonde:** A super flirty blend of pink cotton candy, a dash of coconut milk blended with fresh, sweet bananas!

**Stiletto Heels:** We had to come up with one of our all time favorites........shoes! This fragrance is just like opening a brand new box of Jimmy Choo’s ...you know the butter-soft smell of luxury. This is a true leather smell and a fun fragrance for candles!

**Sugar Baby:** Imagine a sweet sugar fairy sprinkling her goodness – this is pure sweet, sticky mouth-watering sugar blended with delicious vanilla.

**Sugar Daddy:** This is a duplicate of the popular men’s fragrance “Blue Sugar” A masculine blend of caramel and vanilla. With notes of bergamot, tangerine leaves, star anise, ginger, licorice, patchouli, lavender, heliotrope, coriander, cedar and Tonka bean.
Sugar Habit: More than simply sweet, this velvety, smooth fragrance is as luxurious as it is sensual. Heavy notes of Butterscotch combine with sprinkles of Vanilla Bean, & Butter Cream frosting. This is a sure treat for anyone who loves sugar!

Sugar & Spice: Sugar & Spice is everything nice! This is a truly unique and compelling combination of red hot cinnamon candy, spicy jalapeno pepper, cane sugar, bubble gum and tutti-frutti jelly beans. We love this yummy treat!

Suntan in a Bottle: (Description coming soon) this is not your fruity suntan lotion; this is a blend of surf and sand blended into a bottle.

Sweet Dreams: Soothing top notes of mandarin & lavender lead to a soft herbal-floral middle of chamomile, neroli, and lily of the valley. A soft bottom is provided by hay, musk, and sandalwood.

Sweet Sensations: Lots of vanilla blended into a light background of Plumeria and coconuts.

Sweet Tooth: Imagine a rich butter cookie with rich, yummy sweet frosting dripping with sweet cherries, candied fruits mixed with loads of confectioners sugar and sweet sugar crystals and sprinkles, hints of bubble gum, gooey marshmallow cream and vanilla taffy.....Once you smell this oil, you will see there is so much more! This is so rich and sweet it will make your teeth hurt!

Tahitian Love: Vacationing with the one you love on a sexy, secret Tahitian getaway. Laying on the beach while soaking up the wonderful aromas of tropical, fresh coconuts, Tahitian vanilla and succulent, rich Amber. This makes for a wonderfully delightful fragrance.

The Lime & the Coconut: Growing up, this was one of our all time favorite, sleepover fun songs, so we just had to create a fun fragrance! You put the lime in the coconut, you drink 'em both together, put the lime in the coconut, then you feel better! This is a super fun and yummy fragrance Coconut with hints of natural lime oil.

Tropical Cream: This is one of our favorites. A light yet sexy, sweet blend of coconut, banana, and pineapple which ends with a delicate blend of sugar and vanilla. This is a wonderful year round flirty fragrance.

Yellow Polka dot Bikini (Coconut Cream Suntan Lotion): OMG! This smells just like a trip to the beach – best part is, you won’t have to slip into your yellow polka dot bikini for this one!

Yo! Baby Bee!: This is our version of Burts Bee’s baby fragrance. It’s a Delicate, clean "baby" scent; slightly powdery. Soft and creamy with the undertone of honey.

White Trash (**TOP SELLER**) We had a hard time trying to name this fragrance but as soon as we smelled this is brought us back to our trips to the county fair! It’s such a great scent and has become very popular! This fragrance begins with hints of caramel apple, pink fluffy cotton candy, and the scrumptious sweet scent of freshly popped kettle corn. This combines a little bit of all the yummy foods from the fair!
Holiday Fragrances

Apple Butter Caramel: This is one amazing combination of the following fragrance notes make apple butter caramel fragrance truly fantastic: McIntosh apple, steamed milk, pure sugar, caramel candy, toffee pudding, apple butter, fresh nutmeg, vanilla bean, and soft musk.

Apple Cider: A warm and spicy blend of apple cider. Crisp red Mac apples and cinnamon blended together to give this cider a warm and cozy scent.

Candy Cane Cocoa: This is a favorite holiday treat in our household. A hot cup of cocoa topped with fluffy marshmallows the best part about this cocoa treat.... A sweet peppermint candy cane to stir. This fragrance is sweet, cool and oh sooo wonderful!

Candy Cane Creme Brule: Swirls of sinful sweet caramel blended with layers of fresh fluffy cream, while crushed candy cane bits succulentely sit atop this tantalizing treat.

Candy Cane Marshmallows: Fluffy marshmallows infused with bourbon vanilla and blended with creamy candy cane bits.

*NEW Caramelized Rum Balls: This is the ultimate BEST holiday fragrance; it’s a Blend of Butter Rum, Gooey Caramel

***Christmas Cookies: Fresh from the oven vanilla cookies, sugared and lightly frosted – just waiting for Santa.

*NEW Chocolate Crème Brulee: Starts off with the scent of heavy sweet cream, blended with vanilla bean, rich milk chocolate, topped off with caramelized sugar. This is such a warm yummy blend!

Cool Mint Cocoa: This is just like sipping on a warm cup of minty hot cocoa topped with flakes of shredded chocolate and topped with marshmallows.

*Eggnog & French toast: A perfect holiday treat, just like waking up Christmas morning. French toast, loaded with thick maple syrup – with a warm cup of Eggnog. This is a delightful holiday scent.

Elf Kisses: Elf kisses is filled with the hints of bubbly, magical blend of candy, candy canes, candy corn, and syrup, with effervescent spicy soda pop bubbles to provide a unique, magical top note. Creativity and uniqueness like you've never experienced!

*Ghostly Goodies: Bitter Chocolate, Marshmallow, Toasted Maple, Graham Crackers, Cheesecake, Deep Fried Banana and a drizzle of Caramel. Yum!!!

Gingerbread Milkshake: This is one of our favorite holiday treats - Heaps of vanilla ice cream blended with fresh gingerbread cake. Creamy, dreamy and sure to leave you smelling yummy!

Gumdrops: This fragrance will remind you of the sugar topped, spiced gumdrops you used to eat as a kid!

*NEW Hot Cinnamon Cider: This is a delicious blend of Nutmeg, Apple; Orange stirred to perfection with a cinnamon stick!


Baby Powder: No one can resist that new baby scent this is an innocently sweet soft fragrance.

Candy Korn: The yummy buttery aroma of honey, maple, vanilla and caramel - Smells just like that Halloween candy .... Sugary sweet treat for your body!

Chocolate Caramel Eggs: Dark Chocolate, Milk Chocolate, Sweet Cream and Caramel. This is a traditional Easter treats but a lot of us wish they are available all year, now they are!

Chocolate Pumpkin: Creamy milk chocolate blended into a warm pumpkin base. Makes for a delightful holiday treat.

Christmas Tree: Ready to start decorating for the Christmas season? Why not decorate your home with the scent of fresh Christmas tree? Christmas tree fragrance smells just like a fresh cut Christmas tree!

Cranberry Crush: A very sophisticated blend of sweet cranberries and the crisp citrus of Japanese Yuzu. Very sweet and sassy with a crisp citrus twist!

Cupcake Spice: Smells just like a comforting cinnamon spice cake fresh from the oven. This is a wonderful fall fragrance.

Gingerbread Man: This smells just like a warm gingerbread cookie, a freshly baked character with hints of vanilla, nutmeg, cinnamon and ginger. This is such a yummy treat!

Gingerbread House: This fragrance is simply amazing; beginning with top notes of orange, lemon, and bergamot; middle notes of ginger, nutmeg, honey, and clove; and well-balanced with base notes of vanilla bean and cocoa.

Hot Cocoa: This is one of our top sellers year round! Rich hot chocolate topped with fluffy marshmallows!
Holiday Fragrances

**Hot Pink Cocoa:** Every girly girl needs pink Cocoa to warm her up. A sweet blend of rich maple syrup, dark chocolate and strawberry marshmallows. This is one scent that will keep you Hawt all winter long!

**Jackfrost:** Crisp refreshing peppermint with hints of vanilla bean

**Marshmallow Gingerbread:** Fresh from the oven, baked gingerbread cookies swirled with oodles of marshmallow fluff. This delicious treat is then topped with drizzles of warm caramel sauce and served up all warm and cozy!

**Marshmallow Pumpkins:** Sweet pumpkin blended into a wonderfully sweet marshmallow fluff treat!

**Mistletoe Kisses:** We've tried to capture the seductive spirit of the holidays with special blend ... hints of juicy spiced pear topped with swirls of caramel kisses. Spicy, sultry and perfect for your Christmas party!

**Peppermint-Tini:** Smells just like sweetened peppermint sticks

**Peppermint Cocoa:** A favorite for Glo Girl's.... old fashioned hot chocolate mixed up with a pink peppermint stick!

**Pink Peppermint Butter-cream:** Swirls of pink peppermint candy mingle deliciously with sweet buttercream frosting!

**Pomegranate Cream:** Pomegranate cream fragrance begins with top notes of lemon, pomegranate, grapefruit, and lime; followed by a middle note of cassis; sitting on a base note of Madagascar vanilla. OH this is soooo good!

**Pumpkin Butter-Cream Frosting:** Light and sweet pumpkin blended into a fluffy butter-cream frosting.

**Pumpkin Cheesecake:** The incredible aroma of cardamom, ground cinnamon, Vermont maple, pumpkin puree, carrot, whipped cream, rum, cream cheese, caramelized sugar, and French vanilla blended to true perfection.

**Pumpkin Crunch Cake:** Oh, you’re gonna love this one! The aroma of one of our favorite desserts!!! The aroma of creamy pumpkin pie filling with rich eagle brand milk; surrounded with freshly baked yellow cake, melted butter, pecans, and hints of spice.

**Pumpkin Cupcakes:** A warm delicious pumpkin cupcake covered in yummy pumpkin cream cheese frosting. This scent smells good enough to eat.

**Pumpkin Pie:** Dark creamy and rich with notes of cinnamon, cardamom and nutmeg. This is the quintessential fall fragrance.

**Pumpkin Spice Frappuccino:** This is a SUPER strong blend. *We recommend this fragrance for Sugar Scrubs only.* This is definitely a perfect way to start your day! Shower with this sugar scrub and you'll sure be on caffeine high. This is a special blend of sweet yummil pumpkin, blended with traditional holiday spices, combined with rich dark coffee topped with a touch of steamed milk. When used in a sugar scrub – the scrub will also combine pure Arabic coffee grounds.

**Spiced Pumpkin Soufflé:** This is such a sweet fall/Holiday scent, rich pumpkin soufflé with a delicious buttery nuance tempered by the perfect spice blend. The earthy sweetness of the pumpkin comes through with a well-balanced blend of clove, nutmeg, allspice and ginger, and just the right amount of cinnamon.

**Three Wise Men:** A wonderfully unique blend of patchouli, frankincense, myrrh and sandalwood, this makes a wonderful candle fragrance

**Vanilla Pine Cones:** A wonderful southern pine and a warm vanilla blended together. The vanilla takes the edge off the pine and makes a very warm and fragrant blend. A HOLIDAY BEST SELLER!

**Votivo Red Currant:** A savory blend of tart red currants with hints of glazed fruits mixed with vanilla bean and fresh raspberries.
Apple Vanilla: Juicy green apple with creamy vanilla sugar.

Apricot Freesia: A fresh, fruity accord with nuances of peach on a background of freesia with slight undertones of green. Very fresh and clean!"

Apricot Vanilla: This is such a sweet and sophisticated scent a fresh and fruity treat consisting of jackfruit, apricot and tropical papaya with hints of sweet sugary vanilla.

Banana: Smells just like a fresh, ripe, yellow banana

Basil Lime: Spicy basil with hints of natural lime." 

Basil Lime Papaya:

Black Cherry:

Black Raspberry Vanilla: Sweet black raspberries mellowed with vanilla.

Blackberry: This is a sweet and succulent fresh-picked blackberries straight from the forest are inherent in this scent.

Blueberry: A very juicy, tart bowl of blueberries

Candied Fruits: A sweet sugary blend that begins with a hint of creamy vanilla drizzled over fresh peaches, sweet ripe strawberries, tangy grapefruit, shredded coconut, delicious apples and mouthwatering melon.

Caribbean Coconut: A tropical citrus delight beginning with mango, nectarine, banana and scrumptious grapefruit. The middle notes blend blackberry and coconut with island lilies and watery ferns. The dry down is sweet vanilla and musk.

Cherry Coconut: Juicy cherries with hints of sweet rich coconut

Citrus & Cilantro: A yummy fresh blend combines lemon, lime and mandarin orange fragrances, with herbal and floral notes

Cranberry Crush: This is such a yummy sweet tart blend of crisp ripe cranberries blended with refreshing citrus.

Creamy Pear: Sweet, rich vanilla ice cream topped with fresh cut pears.

Clean Citrus & Cilantro: This is a crisp clean blend of Lemon, Cilantro, Green Tea
Coconut Pear: We've had so many requests for this summertime fragrance - we'll be sure to make this a year-round scent. A fresh shaved sweet coconut intertwined with ripe pear and subtle nuance of green.

Cucumber Melon: A perfect blend of cucumber and honeydew melon.

Currants: very strong, true sweet and tart red currant! This is the best blend of red currant I have ever smelled!

Fresh Peach: deliciously, juicy fresh peach.

Fresh Picked Strawberries: Nothing smells better than the scent of fresh-picked strawberry and this one smells just like its namesake

Fruit Salad: This fragrance is soft, crisp, inviting, and of course fruity. This fragrance begins with fresh peach and tangerine, supported by juicy, ripe pear and raspberries.

Green Apple: This is one of our best sellers! Tart, fresh and tangy a perfect green apple fragrance.

Ginger Peach: A peach so succulent that it bursts with juice the moment you put the knife to the fruit. The sharp aromatic scent of the fresh ginger root combines to give an incredibly beautiful scent.

Goji Berry: The Goji Berry is a delicious Super Fruit - a cross between a cranberry and a sweet cherry. The Goji Berry is not only healthy but smells fabulous!

Lemon Lime: Perfect fresh fragrance and perfect for an daily uplift.

Lemon Mango: Mouthwatering and crisp with limes, lemons, yuzu and mango. This is one of our favorites, Sweet yet refreshing.

Lemon Sugar: A blend of sweet sugar gently blended with the energy of fresh squeezed lemons! Other notes rounding out this fragrance are Italian Bergamot, Yuzu, Mandarin, Lychee Flower

Mandarin Mango: A delightful array of sparkling pink grapefruits, luscious tangerines, fresh honeydew melon, and sweet pineapple surrounded by an oasis of jasmine flowers, gardenias and white orchids. Dries down to an airy, watery musk.

Mango Papaya: The ideal blend of these two sweet fruits.

Mulberry: Refreshingly sweet mulberries collide with a reviving citrus blend of lime, orange and tangerine. A berry delight!

Orchid Coconut: Beautiful blend of orchid, apple, coconut milk and lily of the valley

Pink Watermelon: Our pink watermelon fragrance begins with top notes of watermelon and strawberry; followed by middle notes of jasmine, rose, and green notes; sitting on base notes of cassis, oakmoss, white woods, and vanilla.
Plum Crazy Love: Wonderful blend of berries with plum being the predominant scent! Rich, vibrant plums, raspberries, cranberry, citrus, apple, strawberry...a smorgasbord of rich, ripe fresh berries! Hints of vanilla, honey and rum complete this oil! You don't have to be a berry lover to LOVE this

Plum Currant Preserves --- Juicy crisp plums and currants with hints of green cassis and orange, slightly sweetened with maple and musk.

Pomegranate Blueberry: A wonderful combination of pomegranate and blueberries with tiny, tiny hints of raspberry and citrus

Pomegranate Passion: This is a personal favorite amongst the girls of GLO! This is a truly fabulous blend of iced cranberries and pomegranate! Rich and fragrant! A luscious blend with rich creamy vanilla mingled in!

Pomegranate Peach- This is a best seller - Unique, uplifting fragrance of fresh ripe pomegranates infused with a splash of fresh juicy peaches and accented with beautiful hibiscus.

Pomegranate & Pears: A fabulous blend of sugar sweetened pears and pomegranate. You'll love this phenomenal blend!

Spicy Mango Pineapple Salsa: the spicy jalapeno pepper playing off the sweetness and fruitiness of the pineapple, with exotic hints of mango peeking through.

Strawberry Patchouli: A sweet patchouli blend mixed with ripe, fresh strawberries. This is a wonderful fragrance and has been a great addition to our line.

Tart Green Apple: Smells just like a green apple candy

Tamarind Apricot: Description coming soon.

Tangerine Peach: An exuberant summer pairing of juicy peach nectar and vibrantly tangy citrus!

Japanese Yuzu : (Natural Essential Oil) Yuzu is a Japanese Grapefruit, and it has a very strong and bright fragrance. Unlike regular grapefruit, Yuzu is a hybrid of grapefruit and mandarin, so it's got additional perfume notes. But not just mandarin or tangerine, but it's got a grapefruit blossom top note that's positively haunting.

Japanese Pear & Ginseng - Sweet Japanese pear blended with ginseng - refreshing and uplifting.

Pear-Berry: A fanciful blend of pears, raspberries with a hint of green apple thrown in.

Pink Grapefruit: Just like a slice of grapefruit. What a great way to start the day.

Pomegranate: This is a very delicious fragrance. A little tart with a subtle floral note, it has a rich fruit fragrance. Not at all tutti-fruity, it's quite sophisticated.

Raspberry Fusion:
Raspberry Sorbet:

**Vanilla Pear:** A rich, creamy and luscious blend of tender Bartlett pears and sweet vanilla bean extract sprinkled and baked with a hint of nutmeg. This scent is rounded by a medley of orchard-ripe fruits and light floral.

**Mediterranean Fig:** Blend of Fig, Amber, Sandalwood

**Napa Valley Vineyard:** This is another Glo Girl Favorite; this is a wonderful blend of wonderful merlot! Rich nuances of juicy red grapes blended into the perfect aroma of merlot wine. Mingling throughout you’ll find ripe fruity flavors of cherry and plum with just the right amount of oak to deepen and add texture!

**Orange Blossom:** Ginger Flower, Oak Moss, Caramel, and White Santal! This is a very complex fragrance that we love!

**Polynesian Papaya Lime:** This is fragrance will take you to a tropical paradise it’s a wonderful blend of Basil, Lime, Papaya, Mango

**Vanilla Apricot:**

**Vanilla Coco:**

**Wasabi Lime:**
Animal Crackers: This fragrance smells just like a box of vanilla cookies

Banana Split: Just like a trip to the ice-cream shop. This fragrance smells exactly like a REAL banana split.

Bubble Gum Ice Cream: Sweet Sugary Gum blended into a Vanilla swirl ice-cream. This is a winner in the kids section for sure!

Blueberry Muffin: Fresh from the oven blueberry muffins, just like your mom used to bake. This is a perfect way to start your day – wake up and shower with the scent of blueberries.

Blue Cotton Candy: Spun blueberry sugar straight from the spinner.

Buttered Popcorn: This smells just like freshly popped movie popcorn smothered in warm melted butter. Fresh, Light, buttery with a dash of salt.

Campfire & Marshmallows: This fragrance will take you back to your youth and the fun overnight campfire treats. Warm toasted, sugary marshmallows freshly pulled from the campfire – there is even a hint of smokiness which brings the realness to this fragrance treat.

Caramel Dip: Break out the Granny Smith apples and start dipping!! This scent is dripping with sweet caramel goodness with a hint undertone of granny smith apples

Caribbean Fruit Smoothie: Smooth yummy blend of raspberries, juicy ripe peaches, sweet strawberries, cherries, mandarin oranges, grapefruit and a splash of pineapple and mango come together to give us this incredible scent!!

Cake Batter: Our little ones loved this fragrance. Just imagine freshly whipped batter, melting off mom's beaters. This is a true whipped Delight of Cream, Sugar, Butter, and Vanilla Extract.

**Candy Girl [Top Seller]: This is a favorite for anyone with a sweet-tooth! A sugary sweet vanilla treat with hints of pink & blue cotton candy wrapped up with a handful of candy.

Cherry Cola: Good old fashioned cherry cola, fizz and all!

Cherry Icee: This is a super strong fragrance that will take you back to your younger days of saving your pennies for the sweet frozen drink. This is a sweet and tangy cherry that everyone will love!

Cherry Cream Cake: Sweet cherry pie filling is folded into fresh baked white cake and topped with luscious white sugar frosting. It’s lip-smacking good!

Cherry Lemonade: A sweet and refreshing blend of cherry, lemons and sugar – perfect to add as a lemonade stand pedicure kit!

Chocolate Brownie Special: Fresh from the oven, Warm Chocolate Brownie smothered in warm melted chocolate.
**Chocolate Chip Cookie**: Warm Cookie with hints of Chocolate and Brown Sugar

**Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough**: An excellent true to life cookie dough fragrance oil! This is not a baked cookie - it is cookie dough! It is a rich sweet mixture of chocolate chips and cookie dough!

**Chocolate Ice-Cream Soda**: Old Fashioned Goodness! This classic fountain treat has nostalgic appeal. Creamy vanilla ice-cream is suspended in a froth of old fashioned chocolate soda for the perfect summer refresher.

**Chocolate Dipped Churro**: This is one our favorite family treats! Smells just like a fresh warm churro dipped into creamy dark chocolate.

**Cinna-bons**: Smell the sweet Cinna-Bons scent topped off with the gooey vanilla icing!! Not overly spicy...just the right amount of cinnamon mixed with the bakery bun scent all mixed together with the sweet scent of vanilla!! This one is sure to make your mouth water for more!!!

**Clowning Around (GG Signature Blend)**: A yummy blend of everything you might find at the circus. Starts off with freshly spun pink cotton candy, blended with red candy apples, cherry slushie topped off with freshly baked funnel cake topped with scoops of powdered sugar!

**Cola**: The aroma of real carbonated cola so real you swear you can smell the fizzy bubbles in your nose.

**Cookie Dough**: My little one loves cookie dough, almost more than baked cookies – so we had to come up with this special treat! This is so yummy and delicious it smells just like real vanilla cookie dough!

**Cotton Candy Frosting**: Pink frosting swirled into a sugary, sweet blend of sticky pink cotton candy. This is a wonderfully sweet treat!

**Cracker Jacks (Carmel Korn)**: This is such a yummy scent and popular with the kids & teens. This smells just like a bag of warm caramel corn, it’s a blend of Vanilla, Brown Sugar, salt & Popcorn.

**Cream Filled Twinkie**: A wonderful rich pound cake with loaded with heavy cream. The secret treat we all love to eat! This is really yummy!

**Cream Soda**: A kids favorite, sweet and creamy vanilla soda – you can even smell the sweet bubbles

**Count Chocula**: That fun holiday cereal you enjoyed as a kid! Well now you can enjoy it as an adult. Blends of chocolatey marshmallow cereal that everyone loves. Don’t eat it, it certainly doesn’t taste like it smells

**Dill Pickle**: This was a special request for one of our pregnant girlie girls! This truly is a creative & fun fragrance. Would be a great combination when packaged with ice-cream!
**Dirt:** OMG, All of us at Glo Girl were cracking up when the perfumer passed this vial around the table. We all looked at each other and smiled, it brought us back to the days when our kids would run into the house after a fun filled day at school and playing in the dirt! This fun Dirt fragrance was made to smell exactly like the dirt from the playground or at least it smelled that way to us.

**Dr. Pepper:** I’m a pepper, you’re a pepper – everyone loves Dr. Pepper – this is one yummy scent, smells just like the popular soda!

**Fruity Sugar Loops:** We could even fool Tucan Sam with this dead on scent! A favorite cereal treat for all ages, this scent is so true to life our kids were craving for more.

**Grape Bubblegum Taffy Soda Pop:** The name says it all – this is a favorite with our kids. This is a blend of all of all things grape, sugary and sweet, minus the cavities.

**Grape Soda:** This is the distinctive scent of sparkling grape soda! It is sugary and grapey and oh so sweet.

**Hawaiian Punch:** This was our favorite drink growing up! A tall glass of red juice complete with seven natural-smelling fruits grape, raspberry, orange, peach, strawberry, papaya and mango.

**Homemade Vanilla Ice-cream:** Smells just like that famous Texas ice cream we all love! Creamy milk and French vanilla beans are churned into this richly sweet fragrance.

**Hot Fudge Sundae:** We've found a way to indulge without the calories! This is one of most realistic fragrances...it really smells just like a sundae! While the top notes are chocolate fudge, caramel you will find whipped cream, vanilla and a hint of cherry blended subtly into the mix.

**Maple Syrup:** The sticky sweet smell of syrup, - exactly like the one you would pour on pancakes!

**Oreo Cookies:** Do your kids eat the creamy filling and leave the cookie part for you? Now you can enjoy the entire cookie all to yourself! Dark chocolate cookies and vanilla cream make this a wonderfully fun fragrance.

**Peanut Butter Cups:** A wonderful dupe of the fabulous Reese's Peanut Butter Cups A sweet combination of creamy milk chocolate, vanilla, and yummy peanut butter! This fragrance smells so real and true; you'll want to drink your bath water!

**Peeps:** This yummy blend of sweet marshmallow fluff has huge nostalgic appeal. Butter crème and vanilla bean are folded into fluffy white marshmallow and sweet sugar to tempt the senses.

**Pink Lemonade:** This idea came along one hot summer afternoon - The kids said "It's sooo hot, I wish we could swim in our lemonade" wallah, done! We whipped up a batch of pink lemonade fragrance and blended it into bath products. This is a perfect mixture of lemons, water, sugar and grenadine, its smells just like tart and sweet pink lemonade.

**Pizza:** My boys swore we couldn’t create this fragrance...... but we did and now it’s the ultimate bath time indulgence for them. It’s not my favorite but hey, if it gets them in the bathtub and lathered up I'm happy. This soap has hints of fresh clean tomatoes, basil and herbs. It smells just like a pizza.

**Rice Krispie Marshmallow Treats:** This is a just like the famous gooey treat loaded with melted marshmallows and crunchy rice treats, yummy!
**Rocky Road Ice-Cream:** Chocolate Ice Cream, Mini Marshmallows topped off with Roasted Almonds

**Root Beer:** This is a plain mug of old fashioned root-beer, no cream, just plain old fashioned root-beer.

**Root-Beer Float:** This takes me back to my childhood memories, Root Beer Float! It smells so good, you could almost eat it. Icy Flakes of root-beer topped with luscious vanilla ice cream and drizzles of root beer syrup.

**S’Mores:** An all time favorite camping treat! Toasted and dripping, ooey, gooey marshmallow, topped on a melting cube of chocolate sandwiched between a graham cracker sandwich. This is a fun fragrance that can be enjoyed by all.

**Soda:** The aroma of carbonated coca cola! You can actually smell the carbonation!

**Strawberry Ice-cream:** A childhood favorite. A Creamy blend of vanilla and juicy strawberries great for a summertime dessert

**Strawberry Jam:** Just like opening a jar of jam. An extra sweet blend of juicy Strawberries drizzled in sugary syrup. Sweet and delicious!

**Sugar Cookies:** Sweet sugary cookies sprinkled with colorful sugar crystals, right from the oven.

**Sweet Tooth:** So sweet and delicious! A buttery blend of cutout cookies, covered in a sweet vanilla, marshmallow frosting – topped off with colorful candy sprinkles and powdered sugar.

**Watermelon Taffy:** Smells just like the ooe-y gooey, sticky & sweet pink taffy.

**Vanilla Wafers:** These smell exactly like the little cookies in a box, you used to eat when you were little. Only this time you can indulge all you want...these are calorie free!
Apricot & Fig: Blend of apricot juice, Georgia peach, fig leaf and green tea

**Apricot Freesia**
This is a wonderfully fresh, fruity accord with nuances of peach on a background of freesia with slight undertones of green. Very fresh and clean!

**Awapuhi Seaberry**: Awapuhi is Hawaiian for “White Ginger.” Imagine a fresh ocean breeze with a whisper of floral accompanied with a perfectly mastered blend of melons and berries. This is truly a island sensation

**Bamboo & Green Tea**: This unique combination of fresh green leaves, and woody Indonesian bamboo creates a truly intoxicating aroma.

**Bartlett & Basil** – Crisp and clean fragrance blending of fresh juicy Bartlett Pears with subtle notes of crisp orchard apples and juicy white peaches. This lingering fragrance is rounded out with freshly pressed basil and makes for a delightful clean fresh fragrance

**Burmese Wood**: A calming blend of *Blend of cedar, patchouli, amber and musk*

**Blackberry Sage**: The fruity sweetness of blackberry paired with calming, herbal sage. Wild, fruity-bery top notes of cassis, blackberry, red raspberry, and grape lead to a violet-sage middle, with a soft, earthy, musk base.

**Calming Water**: *Blend of apricot, geranium and cucumber.*

**Cashmere Woods**: *cedarwood, amber, musk and vanilla.*

**Chamomile Tea**: This gentle, soothing, sophisticated fragrance smells just like a freshly brewed pot of chamomile tea - clean, smooth and mellow.

**Cedar Wood**: A warm earthy scent of cedar, with base notes of vanilla and musk.

**English Lavender**: 

**Eucalyptus Cedar (Soap/Candle Only) --** We love this oil. This is a top seller~ It is just refreshing and clean and slightly manly. But I love it. Slight camphor smell to this woody fragrance but very smooth and delightful.

**Eucalyptus, Sage, Spearmint & Lavender**: This is such a wonderful relaxing fragrance! Begins with the clean strong scent of Eucalyptus and spearmint with warm notes of sage ending with the soft hint of lavender. This is a best seller for us.

**Eucalyptus Spearmint**: A blend of soothing eucalyptus and clarifying spearmint creates a relaxing aromatic experience.

**Fig Leaf & Cassis**: This is a delightful blend of Fig Leaf, Cassis, Mandarin, Honey.

**Fresh & Clean Cucumber**: 

**Garden Mint**: This is an exotic blend of spearmint, lettuce & rain. When we tested this fragrance we were not sure it would be a long lasting one for our product line however, this is a great fragrance and top seller for candles. This is a clean yet fresh scent and reminded us of a clean after the rain scent!
Grapefruit-Mint: Wonderfully crisp and delightfully tart, this invigorating blend of fresh mint and ripe grapefruit is utterly refreshing.

Japanese Pear & Ginseng: Sweet Japanese pear is blended with ginseng in this enlightening fragrance.

Juniper & Aloe: This sparkling fresh fragrance features fruity apple, peaches and clean melons. The heart of this fragrance is pure herb and woods with juniper, aloe and night blooming jasmine.

Kimono Zen: Feminine, floral, formal, exotic and sensual, this Sandalwood blend. This scent has a base of exotic woods in addition to sandalwood – cedar, aged birch and horse chestnut – with a heart of green cypher and moss notes, balanced with jasmine, iris and plum blossom notes.

Lemongrass Sage: Splendid blend of crisp lemongrass gently blended with the herbal scent of honey sage with notes of rosewood and almond kissed by rose, lily and cyclamen.

Lime Cilantro: An incredibly refreshing blend of fresh lime and crisp cilantro. Smell the fresh lime tossed with green cilantro with jasmine petals and lily of the valley spritzed with lemon juice and soft musk.

Mandarin Balm Blend: This is a refreshing blend of Mandarin, Grapefruit, Lemon, Pear, Gardenia.

Manuka & Lavender Body Wrap: New Zealand Manukahoney has amazing healing properties and has been used in high dollar salons around the world for centuries. This is a delightful honey and mix with freshly harvested lavender buds. This intoxicating fragrance is soft yet sweetly compelling and is the body spa fragrance everyone dreams of. This is the perfect scent for all of our products, including candles.

Noire Cedre Vino: This sophisticated oil is so wonderful it glides across your senses like a silky velvet blanket. Freshly harvested firm, high quality Darrow blackberries will dominate your nose, which then reveals subtle dew laden cedar tips and exotic violet blossom nuances. This elegant blend was aged in fine French oak barrels and will remind you of an era gone long ago.

Oatmeal Milk & Honey: good strong scent with lots of sweet honey overtones, tempered by a creamy heart of milk and grain. This scent is very warm and comforting. Not too much almond, but very wholesome and delicious.

Orchid Coconut: Beautiful blend of orchid, apple, coconut milk and lily of the valley.

Plum Currant Preserves: Juicy crisp plums and currants with hints of green cassis and orange, slightly sweetened with maple and musk.

Pomegranate Peach: This is a best seller - Unique, uplifting fragrance of fresh ripe pomegranates infused with a splash of fresh juicy peaches and accented with beautiful hibiscus.

Rice Flower & Shea: This is lovely blend of Lily, Hyacinth, Sandalwood and has a freshness to it which is a great counter balance to the warm notes. There's an amber base note touched with sweetness and rounded out with a gentle powdery fragrance.
**Rosemary Mint** - Version #2 (Perfect): Searching and searching we have finally come up with the BEST Rosemary Mint out there. This is not to be confused with those cheap blends on the market, trust me; you will not go wrong with any of our products scented with this fragrance. This is such a wonderful blend of cool refreshing blend of peppermint and high dollar spearmint oil with fresh rosemary oil on a soft bed of creamy vanilla.

**Sandalwood:** A rich, sweet, very fragrant yet slightly delicate oil with woody floral undertones.

**Spa Tea:** This fragrance reminded us of sitting in a relaxing day spa, in a big fluffy bathrobe sipping on a cup of refreshing tea. This fragrance starts with notes of clean green tea ending with crisp notes of clean refreshing cucumber.

**Sweet Orange & Chili Pepper:** This is such a hard scent to describe...its just plain yummy! It starts off with a tart yet sweet orange smell ending with a hint of chili pepper hotness that you will never forget! This scent immediately became a top seller as soon as it hit the shelves and its now one of our most popular fragrances not only in candles but our bath and body products too.

**Tropical Vanilla:**

**Vanilla Sandalwood:** The perfect blend of warm vanilla and exotic sandalwood. An earthy sandalwood blended with a rich, warm vanilla. Tiny hints of violets and jasmine make this a wonderful exotic blend

**White Tea & Ginger:** A delicious fresh jasmine-kissed floral, warmed with sunny hints of citrus peel, ginger tea and nutmeg with an exotic spice character. This is a subtle and sophisticated scent

**Zen Tea:** This is a completely awesome fragrance with notes of honey, sweet fresh tea, a little bit of floral, citrus and light woody notes. Anyone who has smelled it has fallen in love with it. I can't say enough about this stellar and really unique fragrance.
Agent Provocateur®- Agent Provocateur’s signature perfume consists of many exotic elements such as precious saffron oil from India and coriander from Russia. It literally screams “Take me, I’m yours!”

Aloha Tiare (Comptoir Sud Pacifique type): This is a simple, easy-to-like tropical blend of tiare flower, vanilla, coconut, ylang ylang and a touch of white musk."

Amazing Grace by Philosophy®- Top notes of all-natural Italian bergamot and lemon essential oils are sweetened with fruity touches of peach, plum, and ripe raspberry. The midsection is composed of a classic floral trifecta of jasmine, orange blossom, and rose. A hint of cedarwood and an enormous splash of the most glorious, long-lasting, head-spinning white musk imaginable make for a clean, sexy finish. Delicate, lightly citrused and alluringly clean fragrance.

Ambra de Nepal by i Profumi de Firenze®- a very heady amber fragrance with cardamom and tantalizing Madagascan vanilla.

Amour De Cacao by Comptoir Sud Pacifique®- a soft lingering chocolate fragrance. Nuances of unsweetened chocolate create an aphrodisiac tonic mixed with vanilla notes and bitter orange. This is one that you really must entice your senses with.

Apple Jack and Peel by Claire Burke®- juicy red apple with peel combined with freshly squeezed lemon juice, sweetened with a dash of vanilla sugar, and warmed with freshly grounded cinnamon and nutmeg spice.

Apricots and Freesia Blossoms™- apricots blended with intoxicating freesia blossom make for a perfect balance between fruit and floral.

Axe “Apollo” type: This is a light, floral-citrus on a crisp, woody background.

Axe “Essence” type: This is a melange of notes including jasmine, spice, citrus, lavender, basil and marine notes; ending on a note of soft amber and musk with a hint of woods

Axe “Groove” Type: A very clean, citrus-woody accord with an effervescent bergamot top note; and freesia, muguet at the heart and ending with notes of cedar, sandalwood and musk.”

Axe “Killer” type: A fresh, clean men’s scent without being overpowering!

Axe “Orion” type: A light floral citrus on a crisp, woody background. Makes the girls swoon! ;) But don’t limit this to just men’s products! This makes a GREAT ‘spa’ type scent!
Axe "Phoenix" type: A masculine aquatic floral blend of lavender leaf and green mandarin top-notes, combined with middle-notes of Jasmine, basil, sage, warm-violet and earthy geranium, finishing out with a vetiver, sandalwood and leathery-amber musk.

Axe "Recovery" type: This is a spa-type fragrance with an invigorating citrus blend of lemon, lime, mandarin and orange with a note of smooth jasmine heart ending on a woody musk note.

Axe "Reload" type: If you love the scent of 'Hugo Boss', you simply must try this interpretation with its exaggerated citrus mandarin top notes.

Axe "Touch" type: This begins with top notes of fresh aquatic citrus enhanced with fruits and flowers ending with notes of amber, sandalwood and musk.

Axe "Tsunami" type: This is a whirlwind of bracing notes including a bouquet of citrus, jasmine, rose and ending with notes of aquatic marine and woods.

Baby Grace by Philosophy®- smells like a freshly bathed and diapered baby.

Baby Powder- Soft powder notes with an undertone of rose, jasmine and violets. Black Currant and Raspberry- rich bold fragrance of black currants with raspberry, has a bit of a green, fruity touch. A must try!

Black Raspberry Vanilla®- sun ripened raspberries mixed with creamy decadent vanilla. This is a Bath and Body Works type Fragrance.

Black Vanilla- Madagascar Vanilla Beans enhanced by hints of Tonka beans and a touch of east India Patchouli. Nice spicy note with the addition of Patchouli to this fragrance.

Blackberry Sage- a yummy blend of blackberries with a dash of sage. Strong and true.

BE DELICIOUS: (Donna Karan type) This unique, free spirited fragrance includes notes of American Apple, Cucumber, Grapefruit, Candid Magnolia, Tuberose, White Muguet, Rose, Violet, Sandalwood, Tender Skin Accord, Blonde Woods, and White Amber. Incredibly uplifting and oh so fresh, it’s like a sophisticated apple fragrance.
BLACK VETYVER CAFE: (Jo Malone type) Our version of this rich, sensual fragrance begins with the deep essence of coffee bean along with vetiver, incense, and sequoia to give it an earthy appeal.

Blue Sugar by Aquolina For Men® – the much awaited counterpart to Pink Sugar, this fragrance for men opens with a burst of toasted caramelized sugar the suddenly turns to woody cedar and warm tonka bean. A heart of patchouli, licorice, French lavender, heliotrope and coriander awakens, then finally ending with gorgeous notes of Italian bergamot and mandarin balanced by star anise and fresh ginger.

Coeur de Vahine by Comptoir Sud Pacifique® - and enticing array of bergamot, orange, peach, and passionfruit; with middle notes of cinnamon, rose, jasmine, Tahitian Opuhi petals; ending on dry notes of sandalwood, vanilla pods, and musk.

CHOCOLOVERS: (Aquolina type) From the same people that brought us the mega hit Pink Sugar, we now have a chocolate fragrance that is equally incredible. With notes of Bergamot, Orange, Lemon, Lily of the Valley, Coriander, Hazelnut, Vanilla, Malt, and Musk, this unmistakable blend is reminiscent of chocolate malt with a hint of orange.

Curious by Britney Spears®– beautiful floral aroma has an exciting white floral for the top notes. The heart of this fragrance is a beautiful louisana magnolia finishing off with vanilla with subtle musk.

DKNY Be Delicious® (type) - Flirty topnotes of sparkling Grapefruit, fresh Cucumber and rich Magnolia dominate on first sniff. Tangy Apple, hypnotic Tuberose, and the innocence of a trio of White Muguet, Rose and Violet make up the scrumptious middle. It’s grounded in White Amber and warm Woods.

Ed Hardy (Women): Mango, Strawberries, Grapefruit, Freesia, Amber, Tonka Bean

FALLING IN LOVE: (Philosophy Type) This intricate scent is a blend of sweet vanilla top notes, with a floral heart and a blackberry musk base with a touch of amber. Sweet and sexy at the same time!
FRESH SAKE: (Fresh type) A true duplication of Fresh’s Sake perfume. Notes of langsat fruit, white peach, ginger, lotus flower, lily of the valley, vanilla, and musk. We also have our own version of Sake listed in the Cocktail Party section, which is closer to the Sake Bath and Sake Body Oil made by Fresh too.

HANAE MORI: (Type) With top notes of blackberry, bilberry, black currant and strawberry, a heart of rose and jasmine, on a ground of sandalwood, rosewood, almond and ebony, this scent was inspired by cherry trees in bloom and other traditional oriental symbols of beauty. A lovely duplication of this beautiful perfume.

LAIT SUCRE: (Comptoir Sud Pacifique Type) This lovely scent brings to mind the comforting warmth of creamy, buttery milk sweetened by a sugar and a touch of vanilla.

SERENDIPITOUS: (Serendipity 3 type) This cult classic is absolutely irresistible! It’s a warm, very wearable chocolate blended with Tahitian Vanilla and Blood Orange for a scent that’s both scrumptious and sophisticated.

VANILLE ABRICOT: (Comptoir Sud Pacifique type): One of our favorites from the Comptoir Sud Pacifique line, this fresh and fruity fragrance brings together jackfruit, apricot, and tropical papaya kissed by a sweet sugary vanilla.

VANILLE CANELLE: (Comptoir Sud Pacifique type): Rounding out our collection of Comptoir Sud Pacifique scents, this calls to mind an exotic dessert with red hot cinnamon, ginger, and brown sugar in a mellow vanilla cream.

Vanille Coco by Comptoir Sud Pacifique: you will love our interpretation ’Vanilla Coconut’. Tantalizing, sweet Tahitian vanilla mixed with fresh coconut milk - this reminds me of a luscious tropical drink!

Vanille Peach by Comptoir Sud Pacifique: Our interpretation of the popular perfume includes a sensual note of musk delicately combined with luscious peach juice, with a hint of hibiscus, sweetly toasted vanilla cream, brown sugar, with coconut and Tahitian vanilla."
Lushies Duplications:

American Pie: Our interpretation of their “American Cream” this is a vanilla lovers dream! This fragrance combination is wonderful. Starts off with warm sweet vanilla blended with a touch of herbal earthiness which is added for depth, we’ve also added layers of with lavender and clary sage – this is such a yummy blend it smells good enough to eat!

Candy Crush: Our interpretation of “Candy Fluff” by Lush®. This is a fun and delicious treat which blends the sweet smell of strawberry sundaes, blended with think crème and topped with whipped marshmallow fluff. This is a sweet sticky-good scent!

Champagne Pop: Our interpretation of “Champagne Snow Showers” by Lush®. This is a seasonal fragrance in their shop but available all year round with us! This fragrance has a delightful scent of citrus. This is a luscious cocktail which blends oranges stirred into a tall glass of cognac. This is a seductively fresh fragrance.

Rock-Pop Sugar: Our interpretation of “Rock Star” by Lush®. This is an all time favorite in the shop! Our mouths were watering during the testing of this oil. We all wanted to drink it straight from the bottle. This fun yet funky fragrance is sweet enough for a Rock Star. Kinda like bubbly soda mixed up with bubble gum and blended with fruity fragrances. It’s Sugary sweet and a real treat for anyone ready to bath in pure sugar!
Below is a fun list of fragrances, these are a huge hit with candle orders and make perfect novelty items. These are a huge hit with our male clients!

**Auto Shop:** The smell of a tool filled garage and motor oil! A mans dream.

**Baby Diaper:** Nope, this is not the fresh clean baby powder scent, this smells like a dirty diaper that needs to be changed!

**Bacon:** The incredible aroma of BACON will make you mad with hunger! This fragrance is so tasty smelling, it has been known to convert lifelong vegetarians.

**Bacon Cheese Burger:** Yep, straight from the grill, thick meat patty, covered in cheese and topped with crispy bacon slices.

**Baked Ham:** Yummy, smells just like a fresh from the oven baked ham.

**Baked Potato:** With the fixins, cheese, sour cream and bacon.

**Baseball Glove:** The leathery scent of a new baseball glove.

**Basement:** That smell of your grandmothers basement. Cool yet humid, damp yet dry, rugged yet subdued, a great mixer for adding a mysterious masculinity to a fragrance.

**BBQ:** Every man’s dream - the scent of a ready to grill BBQ, complete with hints of grilled steak.

**Beef Jerky:** Smells just like a tall can of jerky, like the kind you find at the liquor store checkout stand.

**Ben-Gay:** The smell of a recovering athlete, soothing fragrance w/Menthol & wintergreen.

**Cannabis/Pot:** If you are a fan of the scent of fresh cannabis, then look no further. Green, leafy with a bit of an edge.

**Canned Corn:** Straight from the can, sweet nibbets - this is a great addition and a perfect side dish for our other fun foodie scents.

**Campfire:** Nothing as manly as a roaring campfire, complete with smoke – Sniff this and you’ll swear your out on a camping weekend with the buddies…….wake up your home!
**Cement:** Dry, cool and masculine. Unique on its own, but great as a blender to add a certain moist depth and feel.

**Cheez-itz Crackers:** The bold smell of baked cheese crackers. Smells just like the real thing….we love this scent..and it’s a big hit with the kiddos.

**Cigar:** Sweet Tobacco with light hints of orange – this is a delicious yet classy scent!

**Clove Cigarettes:** Smells just like the sweet aroma of tobacco, cloves and spices.

**Copenhagen Chew:** This fragrance was created as a special request for a local co-ed baseball team. It was a joke used in bar soap as a pick-me-up for the national champions. We knocked them off of their sox, this fragrance was a huge success - A blend of Dipping tobacco with spearmint, peppermint and wintermint.

**Dirt:** OMG, All of us at Glo Girl were cracking up when the perfumer passed this vial around the table. We all looked at eachother and smiled, it brought us back to the days when our kids would run into the house after a fun filled day at school and playing in the dirt! This fun Dirt fragrance was made to smell exactly like the dirt from the playground or atleast it smelt that way to us.

**Fishing Boat:** Anyone who has spent any time on a fishing boat or lived near a wharf will instantly recognize this unmistakable scent. We had to blend a little hint of Salty, with an almost fl oral component and something that flirts with a dried-fish note, blended with wood and mud. This is a total guy scent and we recommend as a candle rather than a body product!

**French Fries:** The delicious scent of freshly cooked, salted, greasy fries!

**Frito’s Corn Chips:** Smells just like opening a bag of corn chips! This is a dead on fragrance and smells soooo good! Break out the bean dip….it’s a party!

**Fresh Cut Grass:** Every man loves the scent of freshly mowed grass!

**Grass Hula Skirt:** Close your eyes and you’ll think you’re at a Hula. Our Hula skirt scent is a blend of dried grass hula skirt along with the sweet scent of tropical suntan oil. The Hula girl is not included….but you’ll swear you can smell her!

**Gas Station:** The fuming scent of gasoline.

**Garlic Fries:** The yummy scent of freshly cooked garlic fries, the best thing about these fries…..no calories.

**Gun Powder (AKA Ex-wife):** The sulphurus smell of explosive powder. Not actually explosive...

**Ham & Cheese Sandwich:** Yummy, Smells just like a real ham and cheese sami!

**Hot Chili Peppers:** An intriguing scent packed with punch! This sharp and spicy scent it smooth yet subtle and smells just like hot chili peppers.

**Houseplants:** Smells just like fresh green, potted, ferns. Perfect scent for the girly with a green thumb!

**Hookah Lounge:** A sweeter version for a flavored tobacco base, rich, deep, elegant.
Hungry Man Microwave Dinner: OMG! This scent is unbelievably real……. A savory, meat, gravy and potato dinner complete with a sweet jelly pairing.

Light Beer: A true beer fragrance….this fragrance was built based on Coors light canned beer. Enjoy responsibly.

Magazine: Most girly girls love our gossip magazines….this fun fragrance smells just like flipping through a trashy, gossipy treat.

Mary Jane (Marijuana): This playful marijuana scent will transport you back to the good ol’ 60’s. Peace, love, and Mary Jane!

Maui Wowie: A blend of several cannabis notes, both from the leaf and the bud, infused with a variety of berries.

Money: You wouldn’t believe how long it took to get our hands on the fragrance of fresh, new money! You can actually smell the cotton of the money, as well as the fresh ink top notes. This is a great fragrance!

Motor Oil: the thick, viscous scent of engine oil is captured here, you’ll catch yourself looking around for a pep boy!

New Apartment: The scent of a freshly renovated, NYC apartment.

New Car: nothing like the scent of a new car - every mans dream!

Ointment: An interesting blend reminiscent of old time liniment and ointment that your mom used to spray on your cuts! Think Bactine

Paper: Clean, and fun….smells just like opening a brand new ream of paper.

Pine Sol: Guests on their way, yet you haven’t had time to clean! This scent is perfect for a candle, light it up and everyone will think you’ve been cleaning all day long!

Pizza: My boys swore we could not create this fragrance……. but we did and now its the ultimate bathtime indulgence for them. It’s not my favorite but hey, if it gets them in the bathtub and lathered up I’m happy. This soap has hints of fresh clean tomatos, basil and herbs. It smells just like a pizza

Pot Roast: This fragrance would be amazing in a candle - you could light one and trick guests into thinking you had a roast in the oven. I was amazed at how wonderful this fragrance turned out. You can smell the onions, roast and spices all covered in a thick and fragrant gravy. Truly amazing fragrance.

Rubber Cement: From the good old days of the ball bouncy slime, gluey, aromatic, mind numbing and addictive.

Planting Soil: This fragrance was a special blend for one of our pregnant clients, who believe it or not…..craved the smell of potting soil! This dirt has the aroma of rich potting soil, we cant quite explain, you’ll have to smell it for yourself!
Pretzel: Yummy, the scent of fresh, warm, non-salted pretzels makes for a perfect fragrance.

Pipe Tobacco: Smells just like walking into a high end tobacco shop, the lingering sweet smell of cigars.

Puppies Breath – the sweet scent of freshly chewed grass mixed with dirt!

Spicy Mango Pineapple Salsa: the spicy jalapeno pepper playing off the sweetness and fruitiness of the pineapple, with exotic hints of mango peeking through.

Stewed Tomatoes: Smells just like my best friends Italian cooking! This smells like a fresh boiling pot of stewed tomatoes! Yummy!

Sweet Honey Ham: Just like the holiday favorite covered in a crisp honey - a delicious baked ham fragrance.

Vanilla Cigar: Sweet Tobacco blended with vanilla, this is a wonderful blend.

Wasabi: This is our wasabi with a twist. It’s a wonderful blend of Lime, Wasabi, Green Olive, Musk

Wood Shop: The fresh clean smell of freshly cut wood and sawdust.
Angel Food Cake: Light, airy and fluffy angel food cake.
Coconut Peach Colada:
Ooey Gooey Caramel:
Caramel Apple:
Caramel Drizzled Marshmallows:
Chocolate: Decadent chocolate, need we say more?
Chocolate Covered Strawberry:
Chocolate Covered Marshmallows:
Marshmallow Fluff: Sugary, oooey, gooey, sticky sweet fluffy marshmallows. The type you need to lick off your fingers, it’s that good!
Mint Truffle:
Pink Bubble Gum: Juicy pink bubblegum.
Pink Cotton Candy: Pink fluffy clouds of sugary sweet cotton candy. True to its name, this cotton candy will bring back memories for us all.
Pink Cupcake: Strawberry Cupcake topped with loads of pink frosting!
Tijuana Style Margarita: Mmmm, salt, lime and tequila. What better way to serve it up?
White Chocolate: